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FOREWORD
I must say, from the outset, how honoured I was to be invited
by the Senate of the University of Queensland to deliver the
John Murtagh Macrossan Memorial Lectures for 1956, honoured
not only by the invitation as such, but still more when I considered
the very distinguished lecturers who had preceded me in that
office.
The material which follows comprises the actual text of the
lectures as read, with the addition, by kind permission of the
University, of such foot-notes as I considered essential to
document or to establish the very broad generalizations necessi-
tated by the lecture-form. A fuller exposition than is possible in
these pages will be found in a thesis by myself entitled
The political career of John Murtagh Macrossan, of which copies
are lodged in the University of Queensland Library, in the Oxley
Library within the Public Library of Queensland and in the
I\litchell Library within the Public Library of New South Wales.
I am happy to acknowledge the helpful advice and assistance
given me in the course of this work by the staff of the Department
of History of the University of Queensland and by several
librarians in Brisbane who, because it was their job, should I
think, be nameless, but whose job nevertheless was as always well
and cheerfully done.
From the Macrossan family I must hasten to mention the
generous gesture of Mr. Vincent Macrossan in making a further
donation towards the cost of publishing these lectures. I received
help and encouragement also from the late Honourable Neal
1\1 acrossan, one-time Chief Justice of Queensland and Warden of
the University Council and I should like jf I may to express my
regret that he did not live to see published this first study of his
father.
Others better qualified than myself have already paid due
tribute to the quality and services of Neal Macrossan but I feel
that it might not be inappropriate to preface these lectures with
the words that Charles Arrowsmith Bernays uses when summing
up his impression of John Murtagh Macrossan: "If he never
did anything else but leave behind him several clever sons, he did
well by his adopted country."
John Macrossan was in many ways a man of paradox. I am
told that he hated the Germans and yet his only daughter married
a German; he was all his life a party man and yet he remained
ever a rugged individualist; on several occasions he expressed his
contempt for those who lived by the law and yet no less than two
of his sons became Chief Justices of Queensland and the name of
Macrossan a legal tradition in this State.
LECTURE 1
1832-1879
Introduction
The "ploughboy to Senator" theme is one which never fails
to appeal to us, largely of course because of our sincere admiration
for the personal qualities of men who have succeeded in this way.
We are impressed by their stubborn refusal to submit to disquali-
fications of circumstance, by their immense capacity for work and
by their inexorable perseverance in the face of repeated disappoint-
ments. We cannot fail to admire the driving strength of their
sense of purpose, their unshakable conviction of their destiny.
Often indeed, we see in these very qualities evidence of that true
greatness which later is brought to fruition in years of constructive
service to the state.
In a young country such as ours which, in its earliest years,
inevitably drew its leading men from overseas, there is often added
to our interest in such figures the romance of their separation
from their birthplace and the weary struggle of these immigrants
to establish themselves in an alien land. We are intrigued by the
forces which led them to sever in this way, as they so often did,
the deepest ties of affection and interest, and frequently the appre-
ciation of these forces further strengthens our estimate of their
greatness.
In our mind's eye we see these young men turning their faces
from the uneventful security of their homeland to the exciting
promise of the new Eldorado overseas. We picture the monotony
and, as often as not, squalor of the long voyage out and we almost
feel the heartbreaking disillusion of trying to wrest a living from
an untamed and seemingly inhospitable country. We appreciate,
however vaguely, the long, hard fight for solvency and respect.
All this, it may be suggested, at least tends to colour our con-
sideration of the true worth of the person concerned, especially
too as our militant sense of democracy will insist on labouring the
point that all he did was accomplished without any of those
accidental advantages of birth which might have counted for so
much elsewhere.
It is as well perhaps to be on our guard against any such
over-sentimentalization on the present occasion, since John
Murtagh Macrossan comes before us with all the advantages of
such a hero. Just so did he emigrate at a tender age from his
native land, just so did he carve out a living for himself in his
adopted country and just so did he force his way, practically by
strength of character alone to a position of eminence, firstly in the
rough mining communities of Northern Queensland, later in the
aff~irs of the colony as a whole, and finally in the phnning of our
natIon.
However, unlike the conventional hero of our theme
Macrossan did not live long enough to enjoy the fruits of his
labours nor indeed was his public service in its course by any
means free of criticism. If then, despite these handicaps and
despite, too, our most cynical concern not to over-romanticize his
career we still find ourselves paying tribute to him now, then all
the more honour to his memory.
In making our estimate of John Macrossan we are faced from
the outset with a serious difficulty. Sixty-five years have elapsed
since he died, just long enough to carry him beyond the range of
effective living memory. There can be but a handful of persons
still alive who ever saw or heard him and obviously I myself can
claim no such acquaintance. Accordingly it is to the written
record of his words and deeds that we must turn and our task is
rendered more complicated and our analysis less certain by the
limitations of this particular evidence in his case. As far as I have
been able to discover, practically none of Macrossan's private
papers have been preserved, so that we are reduced, in effect, to
little more than the study of his public utterances and of the pub-
licly expressed opinions of his contemporaries.
It is important to bear in mind the considerable qualifications
with which such material should be accepted. When a man
pursues an active political life for almost two decades, it is
inevitable that a large proportion of these statements and
appraisals will be tinged, at least, with partisanship. One must
guard constantly against being influenced by opinions given in
heat, by deliberately provocative overemphasis and by the super-
ficial bitterness of political conflict.
In no case moreover must more care be exercised than in that
of John Murtagh Macrossan since he was ever the most actt\"(' of
politicians, an indefatigable debater, a major party strength and
withal a fighter by nature and conviction. In the era in which he
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lived and in the arena in which he chose to serve, it was inevitable
that his fighting often gained in bitterness what it lost in scruple
and that at times his oratory was seriously lacking in restraint.
Our difficulty, in short, is to distinguish clearly the Statesman
lVIacrossan through the smokescreen set up by Macrossan the
Politician.
That there is at least some cause to think of Macrossan as
great in the rather vague sense of our discussion so far seems to
be unquestionable. During his lifetime, he was engaged almost
unceasingly in the fiercest controversy, but this did not prevent
his bitterest political enemies from paying due tribute, not only in
words but in action to his ability and to his keen and constructive
interest in vital issues. The strength of feeling against him on
practically all other occasions lends emphasis to the support that
was given in this way by his opponents from time to time during
his life and to their almost universal tribute at the time of his
death.
Then, too, we must take account from the very beginning of
two factors which both delimited and dominated his public life.
Firstly, he was only fifty-eight when he died and so could reason-
ably have expected to take an active and perhaps increasingly
effective part in affairs for years to come. Secondly, his all-too-
short career was inevitably shaded by the co-existence in Queens-
land public affairs of those two giants, Sir Samuel Griffith and
Sir Thomas McIlwraith.
In the course of a tragically brief life he blazed like some
minor meteor across our political heavens. It was unfortunate for
him that there were at the same time two major luminaries already
burning with rather more brilliance, but, like some colonial
Randolph Churchill or latter-day George Canning, John
Iacrossan made his mark and his short stay is well-remembered.
I propose then to deal with what is known of his early life
and to proceed from this to some account of Macrossan the man.
Following will come a more detailed survey of his career which, in
this first lecture will take us to his first achievement of Ministerial
office, leaving for the second his later, and greater, years and an
attempt to make some estimate of his true place in our history.
Early life
The lack of reliable personal records dogs us from the very
start. Neither Henniker Heaton 1 writing as long ago as 1879, nor
1. Heaton, J. H. Australian Dictionary of Dates and Mel! of the Time Syd.,
Robertson, 1879, p. 129.
..,
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Sir Robert PhiJp,2 who was closely associated with Macrossan in
his later years, can tell us precisely when or where he was born.
In the Registrar General's Office in Brisbane is an entry relating
to his marriage, in the context of which it is revealed that at that
date, 1/10/1874, he was 41 years old. As, however, the same entry
adds a final "d" to his father's name and claims as his birthplace
a town in Donegal which does not appear ever to have existed,
perhaps it will be as well to agree with the cautious Heaton that
John Murtagh Macrossan was born "about 1832."3
This delightful uncertainty is carried to a typically Irish non-
conclusion when we discover that the parish registers of
Creeslough, Donegal, which is probably the place of his birth, have
vanished without trace for this vital period. This is probably not
terribly surprising since Creeslough is within a few miles of the
present Northern Ireland border and has had its troubles, one
imagines, over the years. 4
Macrossan senior is reported as having been a farmer, a
reasonable conjecture for that place and time, if so, probably his
holding was on the slopes of the hill luckish, literally, the Pig's
Back. Being born on the Pig's Back however seems not to have
precluded his son from having to endure considerable hardship
In life.
We have no evidence as to the degree of prosperity the
Macrossans enjoyed in Donegal and it is tempting to see young
John's ultimate departure for the Antipodes as a direct con-
sequence of the extortions of some Simon Legree of an English
absentee landlord. On balance, however, this seems rather less
likely than if he had been born in some other county. orth-
2. Philp, Sir R. A1emoin, ed. by H. C. Parry Brisb., Watson Ferguson, 1923,
p. 156.
3. The entry states that he was born in Cuslaugh, Donegal of eil
l\1acrossand and Agnes, lll'e Murtagh. It is worth noting that even dur-
ing ]'v!acrossan's life' time there was a happy lack of uniformity about the
spelling of his surname. In successive issues of the Ravensu:ood Miller it
appears as McCrossan, MacCrossan and Macrossan. Deakin uses McCrossan
but the form used throughout these lectures seems established now, not
only by family usage but also in the names of one island (New Guinea),
one bridge (Townsville), at least three streets, (Brisbane, Townsville and
Port Douglas) and even one plant Dodo1U1ea Macrossania (Bailey, F. 1\1.
The QuccnJland flora, pt. 1 Brisb., Govt. Pr., 1899 p. 318). Macrossan in
signature used I\1aCrossan.
~ A generation later than Macrossan's departure from it, Cresslough was
recorded as "a poor little village but a good station for the angler"
<Cooke, J- H. cd. Handbook jor Iravelleu in Ireland 8th ed. Land., 1urray
1896, p. 171).
eastern Donegal is by no means as poverty-stricken as, for instance,
the western coast of the county. For centuries population pressure
has been met by seasonal labour migration both across the
county itself and also to Scotland. It may then have been simply
the call of adventure which led young Macrossan to become one
of the 200,000 or more Donegal men who have emigrated over
the last hundred years.
At anv rate it seems that his father was of sufficient means to
send John'to Glasgow at the age of sixteen and to keep him there
for two or three years, to continue the "fair" education he had so
far received in Irish private schools; this you remember too in
1848, or thereabouts, only two or three years after the Great Irish
Famine.
There is some idea that he may have been intended for the
Church and this is lent support by the care and money devoted to
his education. Perhaps he did not feel disposed towards Holy
Orders, certainly in after life he reacted with some violence to the
suggestion that he was an unfrocked priest. Perhaps those
independent years in Glasgow proved too unsettling to a boy of
mettle, at all events he stayed at home only a bare year or so
after his return from Scotland and by the time he was twenty one
he was on the diggings in Victoria.
Philp incidentally states that Macrossan did not arrive in
Australia till 1865 but at least three writers 5 since Heaton insist
that this was the date of his subsequent appearance in Queensland
and that during the intervening twelve years he was mining in
Victoria, New South Wales, and New Zealand. It is not significant
as we shall see, that Philp should know so little of his colleague.
It seems indeed quite reasonable to postulate that from
Victoria Macrossan did in fact join the secondary migration that
set in to the Otago district of New Zealand once the easier alluvial
workings in southern Australia cut out. Only this is certain that
by 1865 he was in Queensland. Even as close as this to his public
life his doings are shrouded in mystery, not for another five years
does he appear on record. Heaton, writing in the late seventies,
said vaguely that M acrossan was attracted to North Queensland
5. Cleary, P. S. Australia's debt to the Irish nation builders Syd., A.&R., 1933,
p. 166.
Courier-Mail 28/12/1950 (Cleary however is not very punctilious In
acknowledging sources and the CoM. reference is only to a feature).
Serle, P. Dictionary of A1IStraiian Biography Syd., A.&R, 1949, p. 106.
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by the Peak Downs discoveries while Doherty,6 the chronicler
of Townsville, insists he came with the Cape rush, C. A. Bernays,
the biographer of Parliament,? will commit himself only to the
Ridgelands goldfields and 1867, but Doherty is insistent that he
worked a claim called "Saratoga" at Ravenswood.
Whatever the truth of these various assertions, Macrossan
suddenly bursts into prominence in the North Queensland pro~in­
cial press in the early seventies and it is clear already that he IS a
leading spirit in the mining communities. In 1871 he is found
organizing the Ravenswood Miners Protective Association; and to
considerable effect, even to the extent of petitioning Parliament
for the removal of the Goldfield Commi ;~:oner. A fierce battle this
with the local representative of law and good government and one
the miners' champion carried to some length, for in December of
the same year he was under arrest, charged with assaulting this
same Warden, whose name was Hackett.
From this point on, his activities are much more fully recorded
and it may be as well to summarize them briefly before proceeding
to a more detailed study of the man himself.
In 1874 Macrossan was returned to the Legislative Assembly
for one of the newly constituted extra seats for the Kennedy elec-
torate, and after some years in the House as an Independent
threw in his lot with McIlwraith, the newly risen leader of the
Conservative Party. Defeated at the 1878 elections, he was never-
theless given the portfolio of Works and Mines in the MeIlwraith
Ministry, and was subsequently elected for Townsville on the con-
venient retirement of the previously successful candidate.
Macrossan resigned from the Ministry in March 1883, six
mon ths before the Governmen t fell, but returned to office, again
with McIlwraith, in 1888. In the same year, as a result of the
Cabinet reshuffle under Morehead, he added to the Portfolio of
Mines that of Colonial Secretary. In 1890, together with Sir
Samuel Griffith, he attended the Conference on Federation called
by Sir Henry Parkes in Sydney. The Government resigned in
August, but ]\1 acrossan, though in Opposition, was again selected
to accompany Griffith to the 1891 Federal Convention. Contrary
to medical advice he insisted on attending and participating and,
as a result, undoubtedly hastened his death, which occurred in
Sydney on 30th March in the latter year.
(l. Doherty, W. T. Tlte TO:"II5t'illc Boo/~ Brisb., Edwards Dunlop, [1919],
p. 80.
7. Bernays, C. A. Qualls/and Politics Dnring 60 YeaTS (1859-1919) Brisb.,
Govt. Pr., rn.d.], p. 193.
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There it is, then, not much on the face of it one might say,
yet Macrossan is an interesting figure; more perhaps to some
extent by reason of what he did not do and say than otherwise,
though indeed his actions and his speeches were often striking
enough. The most interesting point of all, to me at least, is that
what small estimate has been made to date of his place in our
political history can be fairly reasonably demonstrated to be at
least open to question. But this is to anticipate. Let us consider
first \",hat manner of man this was who so swiftly and so surely
captured the ailegiance of those roughest of all diamonds, the
Queensland diggers.
Macrossan the Man
There is quite a reasonable record of contemporary opmlOn
on this matter and it is significant that, without exception, it pays
tribute to his ability. Perhaps the strongest evidence of this is the
way in which each writer has recorded the effect on him of the
contrast between IVlacrossan's physical and mental powers.
"Feeble-framed but brainy and eloquent,"8 says one, and "men-
tally big, physically small,"9 another, while yet a third remembers
his "magnetic personality, [but1 frail physique."l0 The prolix
Parker gives us his impression of the second MeIlwraith Govern-
ment of 1889: "Regard the !\Iinisterial benches. The Ministers do
not look like great statesmen ... one would not suspect an orator
amongst them. Yes, there is one little man ... who looks as jf he
can speak."l!
Contemporary photographs still bring out the facial expres-
sion of this contrast; the broad, white forehead, the delicate,
hollow-cheeked countenance with its masses of black beard that
must have accentuated the pallor of his complexion, and then the
dramatically deep-set eyes below thick, almost lowering, brows;
eyes from which even the cameras of sixty years ago and the
fading of time have failed to erase what Bernays calls the "keen
glint of something approaching genius."
Sir Charles Dilke makes the interesting point that almost all
the Australian statesmen of that period were men of unusual size.
As he says: "the only well-known men in Australasian politics
8. Bernays, op. cit. 80.
9. Corfield, W. H. Reminiscences of Queensland, 1862-1889 Brisb., Frater,
1921, p. 71.
10. Philp, op. cit. 157.
11. Parker, G. Round the CompaSJ in Australia Land., Hutchinson, 1892, p.
231.
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who are small and slight are Sir Julius Vogel, Mr. Higinbotham
and Mr. Macrossan. 12 Certainly, Macrossan must have appeared
in great contrast both to the tall, lean erectness of Griffith and
to the heavy, ungainly bulk of MeIlwraith.
Bernays and other writers emphasize Macrossan's solitary
nature and in this and in the individualism that it reflected lay
much of his strength as indeed of his weakness. As a miner ~e
was always a "hatter", that is to say one who preferred to ?lg
alone and not in the boisterous comradeship of camp or worktng
partnership; and as "J ack the Hatter" he passed through twenty
years of Queensland politics largely alone; feared, respected and for
the most part trusted, little loved perhaps but surprisingly little
hated.
The most cursory study of Macrossan's career can not fail to
emphasize the importance of two further elements of his back-
ground; his Irish birth and his Roman Catholic religion. With
regard to the latter, a contemporary tribute in a Sydney Catholic
newspaper at the time of his death states that "in religion he was
actively connected with the Catholic cause and was the recognized
leader of the Catholic body in Queensland." In the first few
months of his Parliamentary life he appeared as the chief and
characteristically vigorous Roman Catholic spokesman in the
matter of religious education and non-vested schools both in rela-
tion to the Non-Vested schools Abolition Bill and, later, the
Education Bill of 1875. Incidentally, it is beyond doubt I think,
that in so doing he did immeasurable harm to his ultimate politi-
cal prospects.
When Macrossan joined the second MeIlwraith Ministry in
1888 he was welcomed not only because, as has been said, "he
held the North almost in fief" but also because it was believed
that he enjoyed the confidence of the very considerable Catholic
vote.
Allied to the firmness of his religious convictIons was the
matter of his Irish birth and sympathies. He never concealed his
advocacy of Home Rule and was foremost in supporting
Redmond's Australian tour and later that of Dillon, Edmond and
Deasy, both conducted in the interests of Home Rule. As a con-
12. Dilke, Sir C. W. Problems of Greater Britain Lond., Macmillan, 1890, p.
206.
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sequence of this, of course, he tended to decry the Imperial relation
and spoke in the House several times to this effect. 13
In this double connection, Macrossan's hand has been dis-
cerned behind the refusal of McIlwraith to accept the Home Gov-
ernment's nomination of Sir Henry Blake as Governor of Queens-
land after the death of Sir Anthony Musgrave, in 1888. Bernays
says "Macrossan would have none of him on account of his alleged
severity of administration in Ireland in connection with the Land
League and he forced McIlwraith to refuse to accept this." Cleary
also insists that Macrossan was the real force behind the move
even if "McIlwraith directed the tactics."14
It might be convenient to consider in some further detail at
this stage the Hackett assault case to which brief reference has
already been made, since not only does it cast some light on
M acrossan's character, but also because, here again, the religious
element comes to the fore.
The reports of the proceedings on this occasion both in the
Ravenswood Police Court and at Townsville where M acrossan
was committed for trial make good, exciting reading. Hackett's
version of the affair was that he, a feeble old man, was sudrle,.ly
without cause and without warning set-upon by this desperate
character Macrossan. 15 The defendant however asserted that not
only had he suffered extreme provocation but that, moreover, he
had publicly aired his intention of administering a well-deserved
thrashing to a petty official who not only had scandalously
defamed him but who also had long acted as an arbitrary and
inefficient obstacle to the well-being and prosperity of the settle-
ment. The slanders he alleged against Hackett related to stating
that he, Macrossan, was an unfrocked Jesuit priest, that he had
deserted a wife and family and that he was an active agent of
Irish sedition. 16
13. e.g. Queensland. Parliament. Debates Vol. 23 (1877) p. 359, 61 (1890)
246.
As an example of contemporary estimate of Macrossan's views, the
Boomerang in 1887 talks off-handedly of Macrossan's "antipathy to things
Saxon" (19/11/87) and remarks, on the opposition to the Naval Defence
Bill, that "it may wel.1 be that hatred of England inspired Macrossan,"
whatever reasons prompted his colleagues (3/12/1887).
14. Cleary, op. cit. 66.
E. Hackett's case is pleaded best in Hill, W. R. O. Forty-jive Years in North
Queensland Brisb., Pole, 1907, p. 54. Hill was c.P.S. at Ravenswood at the
time and infers that he was responsIble for actually separating the com-
batants and restraining Macrossan till the law arrived to take him into
custody.
16. Ravensu'ood Miner 13/1/1872.
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There was certainly no doubt as to local sympathies. In the
Police Court, for instance, though it was clear that probably scores
of miners witnessed the incident, only the warden's second m
command was prepared to state categorically who in fact h~d
assaulted whom. Macrossan was bailed out of custody amld
scenes of wildest enthusiasm. In the true frontier tradition it was
even asserted, incorrectly as it turned out, that bail at £1,000 was
settled, in gold dust, by one Annie Smith "a notorious shanty
keeper."17 His departure to Townsville to stand tnal :-",as the
occasion for a presentation dinner and hIs return, after bell1g duly
fined, that of a conquering hero; especially as Hackett had mean-
time been transferred elsewhere, without explanation.
The actual rights and wrongs of this old case hardly concern
us, however, it is only of interest really as it reflects Macrossan
himself. These points I think it does illustrate: his sensitiveness
about his religion, the Celtic strength of his anger when provoked
and with it the determination to hit hard and often and with no
scrap of consideration for his opponent.
It also highlights of course his popularity with the mll1mg
community. To judge from contemporary press reports, he was a
very real force in the northern mining areas at the time; that this
was so is further evidence of the miners' wholehearted recognition
of his superior ability, since already Macrossan was known as
"Jack the Hatter" and appreciated as one who did not go out of
his way to cultivate friendships.18
Macrossan's fierceness in attack is so well remembered by his
contemporaries of all persuasions both of politics and religion as
to bear emphasis as a dominant trait in his character. The inter-
pretation placed on it varied of course, according to the predelic-
tions of the particular writer. Thus, we find one remembering that
"There was nothing indefinite about him, a cause was either to be
advocated or opposed-for him there was no intermediate
course."19 Another however felt that he was "fond of pushing
I i. Ravenswood Miner 30/12/1871 reveals that bail was: self £500 and two
sureties of £250 paid by Messrs. Parker and Plant.
18. See, in particular, a delightful column headed "The Irrepressible" in
Ravenswond Miner 20/1/1872. One notable Northern opponent of
Macrossan's was the Northern lIfinrr whose editor, Thadeus O'Kane carried
on a bitter war against him practically from the day of his election. The
vigour of O'Kane's journalism has to be read to be believed.
19. Blair, Sir]. in foreword to, Holman, W. A. Three Lectures on the Austra-
lian Constitution Brisb. U. of Q.) [1929?] (The Macrossan Lecture for
1928).
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arguments too far,"20 and yet another thought that "the negative
quality about him was that he was not altogether a generous
opponent. He spared not either in his praise or blame."21 In
Bernays we read that "if he disliked a man he could put no curb
on himself," the Telegraph which, of course, represented
1\1acrossan's political opponents recorded his "malignant
sarcasm,"22 and to Thadeus 0'Kane he was simply "far and away
the best dirt-thrower in Queensland."23
Perhaps too much can be made of all this, they were stirring
times and a man apparently was not much worse thought of for
breathing fire and mayhem, particularly in Parliament.
There was, as a case in point, the mutual abuse exchanged by
l\Iacrossan and Sir Samuel Griffith for seventeen years. There
were times when this assumed what appear to us to be quite
serious proportions and yet by all accounts it did not lessen a
strong feeling of mutual respect.
The second time Macrossan opened his mouth in the House
in 1874 was to sneer at Griffith 24 and even during the years when
they were nominally not in opposition neither let slip many oppor-
tunities for recrimination. From 1876 on Macrossan seems to have
regarded Griffith as his special charge. In the session of 1879 he
earned the lasting gratitude of all contemporary cartoonists by
insisting that Griffith had a twist in his moral character that pre-
vented him from stating the truth. 25 Poor Griffith! he never lived
this down; the comic at Her Majesty's Opera House would sidle
crab-wise on to the stage to inform a delighted audience that, like
"our Sam", he had a "moral twist" and the unfortunate future
Premier was inevitably characterized thereafter as smoking a pipe
of tobacco similarly labelled!
The victimization, if we may call it that, did not end with this
happy inspiration. We find Macrossan in the heat of the Steel
Rails dispute damning what Griffith called his "sense of duty"
20. QueenJland Figaro.
21. The QueenJlander 4/4/1891.
22. The Telegraph 14/3/1883.
23. Northern Miner 6/10/1875, or, even more viciously, "bursting with bile he
opens the sluice-gates of his dirty vocabulary" (2/8/1876). Q.P.D. 16
(1874) 375 records an attack of Macrossan's justifiably stigmatized by
Bernays as "vitriolic". See alJo, his speech on Groom's election to the
speakership, (Q.P.D. 41 (1883/4) 6).
24. Q.P.D. 16 (1874) 128.
25. Ibid. 29 (1879) 49.
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as "dastardly hypocrisy." No occasion was too slight for his
barb. In 1888 for instance, he had much to say about Griffith's
habit of reading the Telegraph in the House, and every writer
mentions his favourite parlour game of doubting Griff,ith's ability
to quote correctly his previous statements.26
While we are discussing Macrossan the man, it might be
appropriate to investigate contemporary opinion of his adminis-
trative ability. The Courier, in its obituary, insisted that "as a
minister his administrative gifts were recognized on every hand
... [he1 mastered the most trivial details and was resolute in
seeing his views carried out by subordinates to the letter."27 The
Queenslander, in its issue describing the Personalities at the 1891
Convention, said of him: "he has what other Ministers would do
well to acquire-namely a thorough practical knowledge of the
work."28 "Above all," said the Australian, "he was clear, keen
and practical."29
But it could be arbued that these three are journals which
either officially supported the Conservative party or represented
the religion of which Macrossan was a member. What of the
independents and especially what of the Opposition? Of the former
class, let us take the Queensland Figaro, which said he was "pains-
taking, patient, an efficient administrator ... [who] sometimes
interfered too much , .. a useful minister [who1 stuck to his
word." Of the latter class, we can only try the Telegraph.
Macrossan, said this journal, was "the most faithful and least self-
seeking of the Ministers . . "( in McIlwraith's Cabinet.) 30
Mention must be made of Macrossan's ability as a speaker.
All writers are agreed as to the effectiveness of his speeches, but
there seems to be some doubt as to whether this rested in delivery
or in content.
Once again we have a nIce range of comment from which to
make our estimate. For W. H. Corfield and for Bernays it was
just eloquence, though the latter suggests that this applied only
26. All having read Bernays, op. cit. 80. See also, however, Graham, A. D.
Life of. . Sir Samuel Griffith Brisb., U. of Q., [1938?] (The Macrossan
Lecture for 1938) p. 39: "I heard a member say at this time 'John
Macrossan is the only man who can make Sam Griffith squirm'''.
27. Brisbane Courier 31/3/1891.
28. The Queenslander, lac. cit.
29. The Australian 31/3/1891.
30. The Telegraph 13/3/1883.
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to "J. subject which he thoroughly understood." Philp records in
morc detJ.il that his speeches hJ.d a "remarkable power over their
hearers. His language was like his mind-simple and direct." He
recalled only one occasion on which Macrossan used notes.
The Quccl/slander in its obituary notice was not so sure of
this simpljcit~·, it said: "When in good form his analytical faculty
enabled him to minimize his opponents cause and elevate his own.
Yet his impassioned speech freCIuently left the impression that he
had, by force of argument, made the \Vorse appear the better
cause. Hence his gi eatest ('1;mDatitive efforts on the floor of the
hou~e \ye;c not the most successful from the political point of
\·iew." j\Iacross~l11'S technique it described as follows: "He seldom
spoke' \\ithout careful preparnion Jnd his style was quiet,
emphatic with patches of impassioned rheto.ie. He marshalled
arguments in a \\;lY that roused the enthusiasm of friends and
frequently caused dismJy to his enemies." "He was not," said the
Queci/s!ol/dcr, ";m orator, but as a debater he was probably unex-
celled in Australia."
It is prob::loly not insignificant that the st:ttesrnen of his time,
like B. R. Wise, Alfred Deakin ancJ Sir Charles Dilke rememl)c'recl
the gl"asp of detail and the incisi\'cness of argument and thought
of him 3S essentially 3 quiet speaker, while to the journalists anJ
the laymen he was the fiery demagogue. Thus, Wise recalled
Deakin saying that "0:1 the floor of the: hous(: h!:: was almost Sir
Henry's [i.e. Sir I-le:l:'Y Parkes'l ellual \vhilt i:1 cummittee he was
the superior," this, according to Wise, being due to the fact that
"he joined to Sir Henry's enthusiasm ;1;)(1 breadth of view a quick
perception of detail which the latter lacked and a power of pre-
senting details in an attracti\'(:~ form."31 Deakin himself remem-
bers him as "a clear but staccato speaker ... without anything of
distinction in his appearance or style of address." His speech, at
the 1890 Conference, he says, \VJ.S "p;1Cked \.. ith matte: for
thought ... its chosen words being delivered vv'ith a sincerity of
passion that conquered his hearers as it evidently conquered
him."32 Dilke, being the furthest removed fl'Om the influence of
this "sincerity of passion," carried away the impression that
l\1Jcrossan was "a subtle reasoner, a quiet incisive speaker."33
To those "on the outside looking in," it was a different SW!·y.
Francis Adams paints a picture of "the new Irishman, the Irish
31. \\'ise, B. R. The Makill;!, of t!;c fillstraliall CO;:I.moIlUJealth, ISS')-190a
1\.'\:.. , Longmans, 1913, p. 83.
32. Deakin, A. ]. The Federal Story Melb, Robertson & l\lullins, 194-1-, p. 37.
33. Dilke, op. cit. 305.
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American, the Celt of abrupt transition from sombre silence to a
vehemence that is demonaical-a sort of plebian cousin of
Parnell."34 Spencer Browne recalls an election tour of
Macrossan's in the North where "his fiery eloquence and steam-
hammered propaganda just turned the scale."35 We must ~et
Thady O'Kane have the last word, just this once; for hIm
Macrossan was a big noise in only the literal sense, and his style
of oratory, "raw and bloody bones."36
It is clear indeed that Macrossan must have been a very effec-
tive stump orator, but beyond this, he was, when he took the
pains, a clear and careful if somewhat unpolished speaker. The
things in which he was really interested, like religious education or
Northern separation, he could speak to persuasively and impres-
sively. For the rest, he was obviously never at a loss, his part in
the debates reading like a continuous battle. On a subject like the
Steel Rails Commission he brought the stump from the mining
camp right into the Chamber, he was as active and as dangerous
as a wild cat-and about as generous.
So much for our brief glimpse of Macrossan the Man-brief
and incomplete because of the lack of reliable record. It seems
clear enough, however, that here we have a man of more than
average ability and with the power too, to influence his fellows;
devoted to his Church and retaining sufficient of the land of his
birth to be marked as one whom it would be dangerous to pro-
voke; a bitter, perhaps unscrupulous, enemy and possessing that
formidable combination, a solitary nature and a capacity for
intense feeling. Add to this a more than average ability for self-
expression and it is not unreasonable to anticipate that we have
someone of some considerable value as a party politician if nothing
else.
How much a radical?
Before we turn to a more detailed survey of Macrossan's
career, we should note that the general tone of contemporary and
later appreciations of him is sounded again by the worthy Bernays
who sketches Macrossan in his politicians notebook as perhaps our
first representative in Parliament of the working man, a premoni-
tary breath of that prevailing wind of labour-in-politics which in
recent years has so unquestionably directed Queensland's ship of
34. Adams, F. The Australians Lond., Unwin, 1893, p. 80.
~5. Browne, S. A. A Journalist's Memories Brisb., Read Pr., 1927, p. 44.
36. Northern Miner 20/11/1875.
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state. Bernays talks of "a baby democracy as instanced in John
1\[urtagh Macrossan"37 and the inference is clear from him as
from all others that Macrossan came to our legislature dedicated
to the task of shattering privilege; of smashing, or at least sabo-
tagmg, the squattocracy.
To proceed from th is v iew to even a cursory perusal of
:\Tacrossan's career is to note with some shock his long allegiance
to the Conservative party, his alliance with big business and bigger
property. One's immediate reaction is to be reminded of many
examples in British political history of politicians, initially radi-
cal, \,y·hom age, experience and especially the exercise of respon-
sibility convert to a conservatism that often surprises their
ultimate colleagues and smacks of betrayal to their former com-
rades. Now, many of these persons have been not undistin-
guished, some indeed can be reasonably accepted as "great," but
nevertheless there is always at least the uncomfortable sugges-
tion in one's mind that their lack of consistency on this matter
might have been influenced by cynicism if not necessarily
induced completely by opportunistic self-interest.
If then, we accept the conventional view of Macrossan, we
are raising at least a' mental hurdle to his chances of achieving
greatness m retrospect.
I am convinced however, that there is considerable ground
for doubting the original inference. Was Macrossan, in fact,
ever a radical? Did he ever claim to be the political representa-
tive of the working man as such? As I see it, the answer is
"No", Macrossan's story I feel, resolves itself into the mixture of
three basic elements, his real relation to the working-man; or,
Macrossan the Miner; his lifelong championship of the region
rather than the class he felt he represented; or, Macrossan the
Northerner; and, finally, his unsparing devotion to the Federal
cause' or Macrossan the Australian. Looked at in this light his
caree; g;ins new consistency and exculpates him automatically
from those bitter accusations of betrayal that were heaped on
his head by his brother miners and especially by that self-
appointed guardian of their rights and interests, Thady O'Kane.
At all events the major interest of his early political life lies
rn this decision ~f his to support the Conservatives and it is
worth I think following the course of it in some detail., ,
37. Bernays, op. cit. 193.
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Considering first the circumstances of his election to P:lrIIJ-
ment in 1874, three separate points appear worthy of note. First,
did l\hcrossan ('\,cr commit himself to what might be loosely
termed \\orking class representation? This is of course the basic
question, but beyond this did he ever actually promise his sup-
port to the Liberal, i.e. anti-squatter, party:> Further still, \\as
there any real ground for believing that this party would in bct
prove any more sympathetic to working class issues than the
other or any more practical in securing their advJntage;>
A robust independence
The first question can \vel! be ans\\'ered by studying his
advertisement to the electors of Kennedy.38 The planks of his
platform as laid out therein may be summarised as follo\\'s:-
1. Goldfields reform
2. Financi:l1 sepJration of the nOI·them portion from the
remainder of the colony and general attention to Its
interests
3. Local financing of railway construction
+. TJriff reform
5. Payment of members and electoral reform
6. Closer settlement
7. Free compulsory primary education
8. Competitive Grammar School scholarships
9. Retention of Non-Vested schools.
On the surface, there are some elements here of radicalism:
payment of members was of course a fundamental working-m:lI1 's
issue. So too were free education and scholarships to seconc-!Jry
schools. Only in a restricted sense hO\\'(\'er, was this true of his
proposed goldfields legislation, which was directed simply
towards this single industry in all its aspects. Moreover, his
opposition to the protective tariff on machinery was prompted,
he took tare to state, by concern for sugar growers as \\ell as for
miners and the planters, because of their espousal of coloured
labour, were :dready by no means persol/a grata with labour. The
same Jrgument applies against reading a class motive into Fin:lI1-
cial Separation or even into his railway proposals.
Even in his land policy as outlined in the ad\'ertisement
~ IacrOSSJn was not prepared to condemn wholly the pastoralists
JS a class and here, for the first time, he enunciated a principle
31'. For the full text of this JJnrtisel1lellt, .fee iVorll/{,1'Il AdL'ocale '!.7 /9/1873.
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that he \yas to press strongly as an election device, the distinc-
tion bet\yeen the outside, "pioneering" squatters and the "cor-
morants" of the Downs and other less remote areas. This was,
of course, reasonable, in \·iew of the fact that a little wishful
t~inking could fairly satisfactorily include practically all the
l\orthern pastoralists in the former group, but I think it would
be some\\ hat unfair to regard his statement as having only this
expedient basis.
\foreover, he made his POSItion quite clear, even courage-
ously so to m~' mind, on the question of non-vested schools.
\Yh:lt he actually said \\';)s:-
"I believe the non-vested schools system has worked satis-
factorily and to the advantage of the state, that it meets the
requirements of a large body of the people; but if it can not be
maintained \yithout perpetuating religious dissension, I shall
vote for making education purely and entirely secular."
\fuch capital \yas made later out of the alleged inconsistency
of his action with regard to the Bills of 1875 as compared with
this earl~' statement. I doubt jf this criticism is justified. I feel
fairl~' certain that if I had been a Kennedy elector in 1873 I
would hayc interpreted this p;Ht of l\'[acrossan's advertisement
as meaning no more and no less than that he would fight to the
last ditch to prevent the abolition of the non-vested schools, but
that, once abolished, he '\loulel guarantee not to raise the issue
again: \\'hich of course is just what he did do.
All in all, the manifesto, I think, gives an impression of
devotion to a constituency and a region and to the interests rep-
resented therein rather than to a class. It would be easy and
probably not entirely without foundation, to dismiss it quite
c~'nically as a calculated appeal designed to conciliate divergent
interests simpl.\· for election purposes. \Iacrossan however did
manJge, over ;l period of time, to honour all but two of these
earh' election promises so that it seems not unreasonable to
regjrd this early statement as being a fairly honest reflection of
his intentions. 39
3<::. It should be noted moreover that of the two exceptions, one, the question
of Scholarships \\'as relatively minor. The other. the question of payment
of members was one of the few principles which he treated With qUite
cavalier Inconsistency. It IS significant th~t it should have been one of the
few purely "class" issues in the whole manifesto.
If then, our first question can be answered in terms of a
mixture of Macrossan the Miner and Macrossan the Northerner,
what of the second? Did Macrossan actually ever commit him-
self to the Liberals?
At Townsville, making his first appearance before what were
later to be his loyal constituents for over twelve years, he stated
firmly that he "could not pledge himself to support any party as,
in point of fact, there was no party in existence but the Minis-
terial one and that was a class party to which he was strongly
opposed. He would form a Northern party and would with their
assistance get justice done for the North."40
Now the Ministerial party were, at that stage, Palmer's
squatting party so that this denunciation of them on a class
basis seems fairly definite, but he was still careful to draw his
distinction between the outside, the frontier squatters and "the
cormorants of the Darling Downs."41
This was as close as Macrossan ever came, before his eJec-
tion, to an open declaration in favour of either party and, as we
shall see, he preserved the same independence in the House for
no less than two years.
The miners, however, were not deterred by these rather
temperate espousals of their cause and, such was Macrossan's
local stature, voted overwhelmingly in his favour at the 1874
elections. On 6th January he signed the Roll and was duly
sworn as the Junior member for Kennedy. But before we con-
tinue our story of his parliamentary doings, we must deal with
our third point. Did it in fact follow as the night day that the
Liberal Party would prove more sympathetic to working class
issues than the Conservatives?
The answer to this question requires some little preliminary
explanation, but in sum it would be true to say in 1874 there
was little in the constitution, past actions or avowed platforms of
the existing parties to render it likely that either group would
harbour even the most timorously radical of sentiments, except
perhaps inadvertently.
It takes some effort of mind on our part, living as we do in
this organized age, to visualize the immaturity of party politics
40. Northern Advocate 18/10/1873.
41. [bid. 27/9/1873
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in 'Iacrossan's Queensland. The large number of declared
Independents in the House at anyone time and the lack of party
discipline therein paralleled, as indeed they reflected, a gross
untidiness in party boundaries over the colony at large.
What party groupings there were had their historical basis
in an opposition of interests between town and country, between
the professions, infant secondary industries and all the parasitic
appendages of municipal development on the one hand and the
squattocracy on the other; but the picture had become hope-
lessly confused by the growth of two industries, mining and cane-
growing which refused to fit into even this vague class pattern
and by the genesis of regional groupings, particularly those of the
North and Centre as opposed to the South.
Add to this the influence of the various religious groups,
the very real personal dominance of a few outstanding leaders
and the well-established tradition of "log-rolling" by individual
members and it becomes increasingly clear that there could have
been little hope of either party enunciating, far less following, a
well defined line on most questions of the day; even less of their
interesting themselves in those of the morrow.
Coming rather closer to Macrossan's actual choice of party,
this general feeling of uncertaint.'>; would have been by no means
minimized by the course of the respective election campaigns of
the two groups, since neither did little more than hint vaguely at
sympathetic consideration for any of the planks of his platform.
In fact, as the Courier said on a later occasion, a kind of lumin-
ous haze seemed to surround their very guarded promises. 42
However, the Liberals did at least espouse openly the pay-
ment of members issue and perhaps for this reason, though at
the same time seating himself firmly on the cross-benches,
Macrossan recorded a silent vote which helped to secure Palmer's
resignation as soon as the session opened. During the recess for
the Ministerial elections Macrossan became "news" for the first
time as far as the Brisbane papers were concerned.
On the second of February, the Courier gave the text of a
"Northern Manifesto" drawn up and signed by the three
Northern members, Macrossan, Fitzgerald and Hodgkinson and
presented to the newly-appointed Colonial Secretary. In this,
4':. Courier 28/4/1875.
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they pledged themselves to a five point programme, which agam
underlines Macrossan's regionalloyalties:-
1. Payment of members
2. Financial separation
3. l\Iining industry reform
+. :\1ore Northern members
5. Coolie labour for the sugar industry.
At the same tIme, however, he reaffirmed his political
independence.
What furtner reasons can be found for this continued
obstinacy to declare openly for the Liberais?
Firstly, there was still the feeling that it had yet to be shown
that any real difference in practice would emerge from the change
of govern men t.
Secondly, there \\':lS the particularly scrappy history of
Liberal Governments in Queensland, which, said the Courier
had, "never been in office except twice, both at unprosperous
times; and on both occasions they were unceremoniously kicked
out, chiefly by their own rebellious followers".43
Thirdly, intimately linked with the preceding reason but
\vell deserving of a' separate mention, was the fact that it was
"Slippery Mac" who was to lead the government. Arthur
Macalister, who was later to be described in a really heroic piece
of understatement a:; "not a politician of very decided convic-
ti0l1ci,"44 was the last person to inspire confidence as a strong
leader or a firm exponent of a defined policy. Since Separation
he had been moving in and out of office and from side to side of
the house \\ith startling agility. In fifteen short years, in fact,
he: had led both Conscrvativc and Liberal Governments and their
respective Oppositions and had found time as well to occupy for
a space the Speaker's Chair.
Fourthly, and this was vital to ~lacrossan, the Liberals
app:nently had not yet made up their minds about the education
i:;SllC. It \\';IS an open secret 11O\\'c\'cr that there was a section of
the party, led hy Griffith, which was determined to abolish the
non-vested schools.
+3. Ibid, 31/10/1873.
4·1. Ibid. 1+;7 jIS7(,.
Lastly, ,\Iacrossan had not been alone in observing the
gradual dissolution of the true Sfluatting party, there was eHn a
"Llberal" squatter, ~lcIlwraith, in the l\'Iacalister Ministrv-it
\\as a sign of the times. '
The Seventh Parliament resumed its first session at the end
of \ rarch and the new member from Kennedv started to fill a
"ery considerable number of p:lges in "Hansard," For seventeen
~'ears he was to attend assiduously and spe:lk on practically e"ery
subject great or small that \vas raised.
In his maiden speech on the eighth of April, iVfacrossan came
out strongly for payment of members, and significantly, alluded
admiringly to the operation of this principle in the United
St:ltes. 45 This W:lS a precedent he was to follow on many occa-
sions. Foreign constitutions, both their operation and their legal
basis, \\'ere always a major interest of his and he never tired of
dr::l\\'ing comparisons from conditions in the United States. 46
In this one session he made opportunity for no less than three
statements on the need for financial separation of the North. He
also supported a Bill to regul:lte the hours of l:lbour introduced by
Buzacott, a priv:lte member, anel, in July, announced that he no
longer f;n'oured the introduction of coolie labour under existing
legislation, unless their ernpl()~'mcnt ";as more carefully restricted
as to area and indusu~;. In i\'Tay he ga"e the strongest possible
support to the Gold Fields Act which constituted a separate
department of 1\'1 ines.
On one question he came into $h,lrp opposition to the Go\'Crn-
ment, namelv the ;\fon-Vested Schools Abolition Bill, introduced
by Griffith, 'which he fought tooth and nail,47 but, apart from
this, he w;::s in general accord with the measures they brought for-
ward. As the same session saw a measure of electoral reform,
:\Iacrossan was in the position <it the end of the year of being
able to report to his constituents that practically all the important
planks in his election p!::tforrn had at least received favourable
consideration and that those \\'hich \vere not raised by the Govern-
+5. QP.D. 16 (1874) 12+.
46. H is son ha s sai d of him "he \\'~s not lawve r bu tit is obvious from the
\'ational Federation debates that his know-ledge of Constillltion Law ~nd
especially that of the United States was superior to that of many !;myer.;".
(From a typescript prepared by the late Hon. Neal :\lacross~n.)
17. Q.PD. 16 (1~7.j.) 4,03 if
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ment he had taken care to raise himself. During his first session,
then, he had emerged clearly as a Northerner, a Miner, and .a
friend of the worker. Unfortunately, from the point of view of hIs
Parliamentary career he had also marked himself a very strong
Roman Catholic.
Macrossan took advantage of the recess to take another most
important step in the advancement of his fortunes by marrying
Miss Bridget Queely at Sr. Joseph's Church, Townsville, on 1st
October, 1874.
Mention of fortunes emphasises the point that his first elec-
tion long preceded the practice of payment of private members
of Parliament, so that when he embarked on his campaign in 1873
he was committing himself to an indefinite period of financial
sacrifice; only by appointment to Ministerial rank could he ever
hope to recoup in some measure the loss he sustained in serving
his constituency.48
This being granted and there being no evidence available that
his expenses were found by any person or body, it must be
assumed that he regarded himself as being a man of some property
and assured of a reasonable income for some years to come; one,
moreover, that would not require his close attention.
The few available clues suggest that by 1873 he was deriving
support from two sources, the ownership of a newspaper and
shares in mining concerns. How he attained to this relatively
secure position is anyone's guess, one can only assume that he had
"struck it rich" at some time.
By his own admission, l\lacrossan had at least a controlling
interest in the Northern Advocate from its inception (in 1872)
up to September, 1873.49
According to Thadeus O'Kane, his interest did not cease then.
O'K;:Jne and others also insinuated that he controlled the TO';:ulls-
4~'. He did. actually receive a testimonial of 600 guineas on one occasion in
recognition of his first five years political service to the arth, but he
could hardly have been depending on this, nor would it be reasonable to
regard this as in any way equivalent to his outlay over the perioJ.
(Courier 11/11/1878).
4'1. Northern Advocate 27/911873.
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ville Herald. 50 . Spencer Browne, however, who was editor of the
paper for some time states categorically that Macrossan "did not
own a sidestick" in it. 51
With regard to his mining shares, we are forced back again on
O'Kane, who refers to his "large interest" in "No.1 Rainbow"
and "other mines with which he is connected."52 O'Kane also, we
might note, accused Macrossan at least once of being "connected
\yith carriers" (in Townsville), this being the reason for his
opposing the projected railway to Charters Towers; and, on
another occasion, of being "a squatter himself or beneficially con-
nected with squatting properties on the Diamentina".53 However,
at this stage practically every editorial O'Kane wrote accused
Macrossan of actually accepting money from the squatters.
To return to our story, throughout the summer recess and
especially as the 1875 session approached there appeared in the
Press a growing criticism of the Macalister Ministry on the
grounds of lack of actual achievement and failure to follow a clear-
cut policy along the lines of their election promises. Although fifty
bills had been introduced during the session of 1874 and half of
them passed, not many were of any real importance. Although
electoral reform had been touched on, there had been no bold
approach to the land question, no real indication of sympathy to
the North and no evidence of any earnest effort to stimulate
. . .
ImmigratIon.
During the new session a number of things occurred also
which indicated a certain lack of solidarity in the Liberal ranks.
A Land Bill introduced by Stephens, the Minister for Lands, was
practically wrecked, almost entirely as a result of the obstruction
of a Liberal group led by Griffith, who took the line that it was
too conciliatory to the squatters. Then McIlwraith, the Minister
for Works, resigned after criticism by the Premier of his trans-
continental railway scheme. Thirdly, Griffith was included in the
---_._---------------'-------
5~1. Northern Miner 8/11/1876. The same suggestion was made during the
celebrated Jibel case Isambert v. Meston, at the time of the Steel Rails
dispu teo Isambert was alleged to have sta ted that M acrossan bri bed
Meston to vote against the Liberals by offenng him the editorship of the
Herald.
5!. Browne, ap. cit. 273.
5~. Northern Miner 17/1/1877.
53. Ibid. 31/10/1878.
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Cabinet, in spite of, or as it \\"as said, because of, his pln'ioLls
defection and insisted on introducing the Education Bill for \\hlch
he clamoured but for which at least some of his colleagues were
known to entertain a somewhat more moderate enthusiasm,
In this second session \ [acrossan secured the passage, unop-
posed, of a motion affirming the desirability of Financial separa-
tion. It was the first of his real triumphs for the North. 54
Griffith's Educ:ltion Bill, in July, however, brought out the
best and the worst of Macrossan's eloquence. 55 He indulged in a
very spirited defence of the status quo concerning the non-vested
schools and, with considerable care and at great length, outlined
yet again the Catholic viewpoint. Apart from a little roughness in
its logic at times, this portion of his speech can hardly be cavilled
at. He then felt it necessary, ho\ye\'er, to bring out his reserves.
He accused the Premier of dishonouring his election promises. He
had, he said, been put into office by the Roman Catholic vote in
Ipswich on the understanding that this subject would not be pur-
sued, but had now sold them as he had previously sold his party.
As to the Royal Commission on whose report the Bill was based,
he declared roundly that it was "packed," that it was practically
the creature of Lilley and that its report ",;as foregone. He assured
the Government that he was well aware that they had deliberately
raised the "no-Popery" issue in order to capitalise on it should a
dissolution result from defeat on-r the Bill.
Other speakers, of course, had taken the same line, the Scot,
~.lcIlwraith, for instance, opposed his former colleagues, both dis-
trusting the Commission and preferring to "let sleeping dogs lie,"
but no one else m:lI1aged to sound quite so determined or quite so
bitter as Macrossan.
This open advocacy of ""hat something like the majority of
the community regarded as a narrowly sectarian \'iewpoint and
more especially the \'igour with which he enunciated it was to
prove a considerable stumbling-block to 1\facrossan's career.
His opponents Jnd even those \\"ho \\'cre in sympathy with his
policy on every othel' count could ne\'er (juite forget the bitter-
ness of the Education debate ancl \\ere ne\'er quite sure whether
.;4. (JYD ]'J (J875) 108!.
'). Ibid. 7~~.
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he could be trusted to abide by his election promise to accept a
clearl~' expressed majority opinion on this matter.56
During the recess l\T acrossan had time to ponder his POSition.
The p~omise of active Liberal support for his interests had yet to
be realized. There was no certainty that they would proceed with
financial separation, their railway proposals did not as yet hold out
much advantage to the North and on the whole their policy
appe:lred to be growing vaguer rather than crystallizing, depend-
ing :lS it did on the outworn alld uncritical "anti-squatter" gener-
aliz:ltion. \[oreo\'er, thefe was evidenced in a series of resignations
a clear tendency for the more "sympathetic" Ministers to leave, or
to be ejected from, the cabinet in fan)llr of Griffith and his more
radical colleagues.
~rcIhvraith's was a particularl~' important case since he rep-
resented an intefest for which \Tacrossan had always expressed
admiration-the outside squatter, the man of vigour, vision and
capacit~- for work, who \\as quite prepared to reconcile his
property holding with a progressive works policy. If such a man
could control the few reactionary elements left on the Conserva-
tj\-e side then might not his general enthusiasm for progress and
his colonY-"'ide interests rebound to the advantage of the North-
erners and the miners, at least equally as well as would the
parochial liberalism of Brisbane municipal members? Finally,
there was no denying the distinct disadvantage, the practical
impossibility of alliance \\ith the new Liberals of the Griffith fac-
tion. Their attitude towards his religion had been made quite
clear. E\'en if he accepted the Education Act, as he had in fact
promised to do, there had been enough bitterness in the struggle
0ver it to attract him to the side :lIld p:lrticularly to the man who
had supported him in his opposition.
:6. Typical of the use made by \lacrossan's orllOnents of this expressed
strength of hiS religious convictions, wcre the recurrent attacks made on
him by O'Kane in his electorate. A typical O'Kane outburst was: "ever
s:nce the day Sam Griffith carried his free .secular and compulsory educa-
tion measure and demolished the old ramparts and strongholds held by
John ]'I'/acrossan and his "men in buckram" a change has fallen over. the
member for Kennedy". (Northern Miner, 17/11/1877) O'Kane attained
perhaps to his rabid worst after the 1879 election, when l\'lacrossan's suc-
cess a t Townsville provoked the follr:wlng otltburst:
"If Australia is to be for the Australians, Queells:and for the Queens-
landers, then this Irish dryrot must disaflpear or be eiiminated. If they
fit in and amalgamate with the rest of the populatIOn well and good; If
not, they must go where Cromwell sent their ancestors-to Connallght or
to He'll" (Northern Miner 6/3/1879).
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Crossing the Rubicon
When the third session opened in 1876, the Government found
themselves under strong attack not only from the opposition but
also from the cross-benches, from the two ex-ministers JV£cllwr"ith
and King and from Macrossan and the other "independent,>."
On 25th May, Macrossan having decided, he said that
"members were indulging in the luxury of criticism without
responsibility for it," in order to "test their sincerity" moved an
amendment to the Address-in-Reply which amounted to 1 vote
of no-confidence in the Ministry.57
The amendment was narrowly defeated, but Macrossan
crossed to the Opposition henches. The die was cast. At this
stage Macalister resigned and completed the last of his political
translations, this time, not greatly to anyone's surprise, to the
Agent-Generalship in London. For "Slippery Mac" was substi-
tuted "the amiable but inconsequential" George Thorn, to borrow
an expressive phrase, but it was felt generally that the real power
behind the throne rested with Griffith. This gave point to
M acrossan's speech in support of the motion of no-confidence
which Mcllwraith brought forward as soon as the House re-
assembled after the ministerial elections.
On this occasion Macrossan spoke for nearly two hours,
appearing for the first time in what was to become a familiar
role, principal speaker for a party led by McIlwraith, himself a
very indifferent orator. 58
Thorn, whom nearly everyone seemed to regard as little more
than a practical joke as Premier,59 survived McIlwraith's motion
of no-confidence, and proceeded to amble through the remainder
of the session, during which a Land Act of a character more
satisfying to Griffith found its way on to the Statute Book.
The session of 1877 saw Macrossan in some disfavour with
his constituents, mainly over his opposition to the Railway
Reserves Bil1. 60
57. Q.P.D. 20 (1876) 116 If.
58. Ibid. 254 If.
Sj. Said the Week, that Liberal organ, "it is no fault of his, poor fellow that
he is Premier". (8/7/1876).
bu. Q.P.D. 23 (1877) 159.
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What riled the Northern Miner and doubtless many of its
readers who might not on other grounds have sided with its pro-
prietor, was that, in opposing this Bill, Macrossan was also
jeopardizing the projected railway from Townsville to Charters
Towers. Whatever the reasons for his action and a case can be
made for them, apart from adherence to the "party line," to
oppose the construction of a railway in his own electorate, was
political suicide in any age or country and it sealed Macrossan's
doom in the Kennedy.
Compared with this it was as nothing that in the same ses-
sion he served on the Financial Separation Commission 61 that
had arisen from his activities the previous year and later spoke in
support of the Financial Districts Bil1. 62
March 1877 saw a further bolstering up of the tottering gov-
ernment by the substitution of John Douglas for the Honour-
able George and the Ministry struggled through to the end of the
session and of the Parliament under continuous attack from
MeIlwraith, now formally leading the Opposition and Macrossan,
now recognized as its principal speaker.
The Achievement of Office
The Macrossan that faced the election of 1878 was very
different from the intensely parochial miner who had offered him-
self to his fellow diggers five years before. Then he was unknown
and of little interest to the party moguls of either complexion; jf
they had thought of him at all, it had been in terms of a mere
vote in the House. Now, however, he had shown his worth and
his danger as a speaker. He was accepted, too, as the House's
expert on mining matters and as the chief protagonist of Northern
gnevances.
This time he campaigned with the support of the Conserva-
tive Party, operating to a definite plan to overthrow the Liberal
Government. This time, far from making his appeal to a single
constituency, he ranged over practically the whole colony, first
supporting Opposition candidates in the South and then movmg
North up the coast in the most intensive campaign that part of
the colony had ever experienced. It was, in fact the first time
that it had been systematically canvassed as a region and it
responded very handsomely on the whole.
61. The Commission's proceedings will be found in Queensland. Parliament.
Votes and Proceedings, 1877, II, 147 if. It is clear that Macrossan played
a leading part in it.
62. Q.P.D. 23 (1877) 744.
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1\1 acrossan intended originally to stand himself for To\\ns-
ville where, by nO\\', it is reasonable to suppose he had consider-
able business interests. 63 However, it seems that one of the tvI/O
candidates for Kennedy was suddenly discovered not to be a
"safe" man after all, so l\Iacrossan felt it necessary to lea\-e the
blue-ribbon TO\\nsville seat to one of his followers and try for
Kennedy himself. It was a fairly courageous decision to ~ake,
eH'n if it clearly offered a chance for a better overall result 111 the
House, since he' must have known that his old electorate was \",ell
organized 2gainst him by this time. i\loreO\-er, he was quite
unable to devote enough time to his own campaign and at the
same time help eight other candidates in.
Of course it \\'~IS not as completely foolhardy as it appeared,
since it was assumed by all sides that, in the event of his failure,
one of his henchmen would vacate a seat for him.
It was as \\cll that this precaution had been taken since
l\b.crossan WJS returned third 011 the list for Kennedy, polling
even less votes than his own nominee. All his other members,
however, were successful. T\facrossan's defeat certainly was not
regarded as ::n~' bar to his entering the i\l inistry. Before the ses-
sion even opened the Courier included him at the head of its
list of McIlwraith's possible government. 64
As one writer so nicely puts it, McIlwraith for one '''n.s
determined to free party government from the accident of elec-
toral fortune";65 Macrossan was named Minister for \;Vorks and
J\Jines and the faithful Deane dutifully resigned the Townsville
sea t.
It was allover bar the shouting, but what a shouting it was,
since the nev,lv constituted Opposition had the audacity to fight
\1 acrossan's election.
The contest was characterized by a full employment of the
devices of polling considered legitimate in those da~'s, and perhaDs
a fe\\' mO:'e, but the issue was hardly in doubt. The Towns\'ille
burghers \\ere not going to stand on any foolish principle. it
suited them admirably to have their member in the Cabinet.
63. See . .\'ortl/l')11 ,Hiller 9/6/l8i7, 1O/';1l8/~.
6+. COl/fin 181l1l~/9
(,5. D:gnan, D. K., Sir Thomas 11/(ll:croillt unpublished thesis. Uni\'. of Qld
p. c,.;.
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, IncIdentally ,and in concluding this first lecture it is only
fair to ;\IJcrosS:lI1 s memory to state th:n not only did he not need
the yotcs, he recel\'ed, somc said oycr-received, at the particular
pollIng places concerned ,m the Oppositlon's complaints, he could
have presented the tot:li cnrolment there to his opponent and
still have had a t\\o-thlrds o\cra!1 majority!66
66. The kind uf Intimidation and personation alleged, was known to occur at
almllsl e\'ery elcctilln-it was merely :1 matter of degree or flagrancy that
decided \\'hat importance was attached to it. Dignan (ap, cit, (J.') gives
a rather ;;arbled \'ersion of the Opposition's allegations, for a much \'i\'ider
account see the ,\'orther" J/i)/('r 6/3/187'), It is certainly true that if the
polling 'places has been selected for the con\'l'niencc of possible intimida-
tory tactics they could not have been better chosen, However, the official
return was as lolluws:-
Polling Station
Townsville
Burdekin
Fanning Stn,
For
!'v[acrossan
.'6;
8.'
F3
\'otes
Against
i\facrossan
214
2
3
Now, the complaints made by i\Tacrossan's opponents referred exclusively
to polling at the last two places, but it will be sen that he did not need
an\' vlltes there to secure his overall majority, Furri~er, he could even have
co;,ceded the whole body of the registered electors at these stations to the
opposition and still had a comforrahle majorit~" since the opposition
claimed that a total of 48 persons only \\'ere entitled to vote there' or
course it might be argued that the fact that the sin, if it was one, was only
a little one is hardly the point, but I think it necessary to adjust ourselves
In this matter to the times, "alia tempora, alia morcs"-at least so wc like
to think'
LECTURE 2
1879 - 1891
The first Secretaryship
In this year of grace 1879, with Queensland trembling on the
brink of adulthood, John Murtagh 'Iaerossan could be thought
to have the 'vvorld at his feet. At 47 he should haw been III the
full flower of his mature strength, he was happily married and his
private affairs seem to have been well in order. One Parllamer:t
alone had been sufficient to establish him as a leadIng figure III
the political affairs of the colony. Not only was he a l\linister of
the Crown and, incidentally, in receipt at last of a not unwelcome
financial return for the time and energy he devoted to his country,
but the business of the Townsville election had shown only too
clearly the importance attached to him not only by his adopted
party but, perhaps even more significantly, by his opponents.
He was the warm friend and confidant of the Premier and
with him could surely look forward to years of constructive effort
in the service of the colony and especially of those interests with
which he chose particularly to identify himself. No one observing
the whole-hearted relief with which the electorate had divested
itself of the ineffectual Liberal Government could have foreseen
any other than the rosiest of futures for Mcllwraith and
\Iacrossan and yet the Session which followed has been described
as having been, "for personal abuse and bitterness, one of the most
unpleasant in the history of Queensland.'"
Within five years Maerossan was to resign his office and a
scant six months later to see his party bundled as unceremoni-
ously out of office as they had themselves ousted their predeces-
sors. But again, this is to anticipate, suffice it to say at this stage
that, although these last eleven years of Macrossan's life contain
much of positive achievement for his country and much that must
have afforded him considerable satisfaction and pleasure, they
were also a period of almost uninterrupted strife and stress and
marked by great disappointments, some of which were quite tragic
for him and seem truly pathetic to us even at this distance.
1. Vockler, ]. C. Sir Samuel Griffith Unpublished thesis. U. of Q'ld. p. 118.
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Even before the House assembled the new Minister for
Works had given .evidence of his energy: as also of his complete
d.lsregard for the InevItable repercussions of it. During the elec-
tIons 1\1cIlwralth had promised retrenchment in public expendi-
ture, :\ Iacrossan gave effect to these pledges by sweeping like a
tornado through the huge railway workshops at Ipswich anc! dis-
missing over a hundred superfluous hands.
. Nor was this the only evidence of his application, senior offi-
cds \yere startled to hear the new Minister declare that he would
not be satisfied merely with constructing railways, he was going
to make them pay as well and legislation was promised which
,,·ould reduce the scandalous burden of property resumptions for
new construction. There was to be not merely economy, as
J\fcIl\\raith had pledged, but efficiency as well.
Such drastic action could not fail to provoke opposition and,
In fact, by the time the Session opened, a score of amateur statis-
ticians had prepared what seemed to them ;m irrefutable case
against the new broom, based on religious and political discrimina-
tion in the course of the dismissals. 2
Griffith, now formally leading the Liberal Opposition, aban-
doned, for perhaps the only time in his career, his cold aloofness
and himself set the tone for one of the most abusive and unedi-
fying debates in our legislative history. Macrossan was nothing
loth to meet him at the level he chose. Not content with rebut-
ting Griffith's charges and with attaching to him an epithet which
he was never to lose,3 he produced a nice counter charge that
Griffith while in office had carefully cornered all the land in a
particular section of Townsville and then amended the route of a
proposed railway to require the land to be resumed.
This shrewd riposte stung Griffith into a further and, for
him, distinctly abusive rejoinder, and for weeks the major debating
time of the House was devoted to thiS not very dIgnified tnal of
strength. The quarrel flared up again as late as !\ugust and, all
in all tends to obscure the real work of the SeSSIOn.,
~ M ada ria ne for insta nce the Liberal member for Ipswich, calcu la ted for
the benefi~ of the Hou'se that of 103 hands dismissed, 100 had voted
Liberal at the last election and only 3 were Roman Catholics. (Q.P.D. 29
(1879)97) .
~. The "moral twist" referred to earlier. Macrossan's speech will be found at
Q.P.D. 29(1879)29.
Macrossan's first legislative proposal orne early before the
House. 4 The Mines Regulation Bill of 1879 represented <]uite ~n
important development in labour legislation, asserting as It dl?
the necessitv for the owner of anv mine to prove that such accI-
dents as might occur were not ca~sed by his negligence.
fn itself this Bill is one of the chief arguments against the view
that M~crossan "sold out" the working classes. It is especially
interesting, I feel, that he should have moved in this matter so
soon after his ignominious electoral rejection by the Charters
Towers miners. -
He was not allowed to succeed on this first occasion, and I
u~e this expression deliberately, since the second reading debates
suggest that much of the opposition to this measure really spr;Jng
not from the principles it professed, or from the alleged "crudi-
tips" of its construction, but from a determination that the new
lVIinister should be made to feel the full effect of the carping
criticism and deliberate obstruction of which, let us be frJnk. he
Iud as an Opposition member been a brilliant exponent.
Practicdly at the same time, too, 1\1acrossan introduced. on
j\lcIlwraith's behalf, a further Financial Districts Bill. The
measure W;IS not pressed, but it demonstrates yet again the true
direction of his interests. 5
If the furore over the Ipswich dismissals played its part in
preventing \1acrossan's mining legislation from getting on to the
Statute book in 1879, an even greater storm in the Parliamentary
tea-cup practically ensured a similar failure again the next year.
This was the great Steel Rails Scandal wherein Griffith, in
effect. accused Premier i',IcIlwraith of conspiring with memhers
of his family to defraud the colony. Macrossan's part in the whole
matter was a double one. 6 In the first place, he was implicated to
some extent in the charges, since it was his action in rather care-
lessly signing a contract with a representative \vho was not in
<1.. Q.P.D. 29(1879) 195.
5 Q.P.D. 29(1879) 116.
6. This calise celebre of Queensbnd politics has been wry fully treated else-
where. It will undoubtedly be argued for many years to come. Dignan
(of>. cit. ~')-')i) presents I\lcllwraith's defence and Vockler (op. cit. 122-156)
treats Griffith's case at great length. The matter was debated long and
fully in the House (<l.P.D. 32 (1880). the proceedings and report of the
Royal Commission will be found in Q.V. & P. and there is an interesting
contemporary pamphlet by William Coote. The Courier gives an inter-
esting runnll1g commentary, particularly in July and August 1880.
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fact a plenipotentiary that restricted the Government's freedom
of action and eventually caused them to pay a considerably
Inflated ra.te for certain steel rails. In the second place, he acted
as the malll battery for the Government during the debate.
On the first point, according to Griffith and Hemmant,
:\facrossan's par~ in what they considered a gigantic swindle was
deliberately to tie the hands of the Government in order to allow
certain fir~s \\'ith \\hich the Premier had an intimate connection
by family, marriJge or finJncial interest, to buy rails and arrange
freightage against the time when, a second contract beino- neces-
. b
sltated by the planned failure of the first, they would be able to
CJsh in Jt a higher price.
"racrossan's defence was that he acted throughout in good
faith, that he had thought the representative with whom he signed
the contract did ha\'e pOVv'er to bind his principals and that in the
uncertain state of the market he had been justified in making
en:ry effort to seal ",hat was a very good bargain.
There is little chance here of arguing the rights or wrongs of
this matter and probably less of ever reaching final certainty on
it; a valid observation however is that, generally speaking, few
of his contemporaries seemed permanently to be estranged or
affected in any way by Macrossan's part, if any, in the whole
affair. Indeed, the best evidence of his complete innocence is the
very small portion of the attack directed on him.
As to his second contribution, hov,'ever, we are left in no
slightest doubt. This \\"as to fling himself without reserve and
without scruple into the debates, by his force and eloquence to
sustain and defend not only his own reputation and position but
that of his leader and friend McIlwraith. It was all legitimate
party warfare to 1\1acrossan and he excelled at itJ
The Courier's comment on his final effort in this marathon
debate gives us a very real picture of ;Vlacrossan and Griffith at
their best, or worst. "On the whole Mr. \1 acrossan's speech was
an effective one despite occasional blemishes in rhetorical expres-
sion and a too free use of potential expletives ... one is as con-
stitutionally calm and passionless as the other is fervid and
rhetorical. The achievements of both must be accepted WIth
7. Q.P.D. 32 (I880) 38 reports a particularly vigorous example On this occa-
sion Macrossan referred to Hemmant, who stirred up all the trouble, as
"the greatest political fraud that ever sat in the House".
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reservation and we believe that the \-crdict of an impartial critic
would be that the steel rails transactions were neither so repre-
hensible as Mr. Griffith affirms nor so judicious and bbmeless
as Mr. Macrossan contends."8
And so the pattern was set for Macrossan in office; hardl~- .a
month without a crisis in the House, requiring his major p.artl.cl-
pation in debate, hardly a day without at least a minOl: sbrm~sh
with Griffith.9 At the same time, it was a poor SessIOn whIch
did not see at least some constructive legislation from his hand,
while the steady progress of railway construction rolled back the
frontiers of settlement and the North prospered under at least
its share of public expenditure, even if formal proposals for finan-
cial separation were quietly shelved.
1881 at last saw the much-debated Mines Regulation Bill
pass into law, a most detailed industrial enactment deliberately
framed in the interests of the working miner and, while applying
mainly to gold mines, also, for the ·first time in Queensland's his-
tory, providing some protection for coal miners. lO
The next year the Mineral Lands Act extended similar pro-
visions to the whole mining industry and tightened up the loose
leasehold framework which had allowed of speculative abuses.
Incidentally, it also reflected another major preoccupation of
Macrossan's in prohibiting Asiatic or African aliens from holding
either mining leases or mining licenses.
Resignation and Opposition
The next year, to everyone's surprise, the Minister for vVorks
and Mines suddenly resigned his portfolio. At the time only the
briefest reasons were given for this decision and, to find
M acrossan's own explanation, we have to turn to Hansard for
1886, three years and six months after his resignation took
effect. 11
8. COll1'ier 1+/7 /188!.
9. There were, for instance, two major clashes in addition to thosc already
mentioned and before the final collision with the Opposition m't[
McIlwraith's land-grant railw;l)! proposals. There were, first, the Premier's
high-handed action in forcing a new mail contract on an unwilling House
(lP.D. 32 (l8RO) 168) and, secondly, what is known as the Dou"las libel
issue wherein he attacked Douglas for publishing the proceeding:: of the
select committee into the cha rges raised in Hemm~nt's position (ibid. ,'+1)
10. Macrossan's second reading speech is at Q,P.D. 35 (1881)252.
11. Ibid. 49(1886)77
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The facts of the matter were only revealed on this later occa-
sion because Macrossan considered the Chief Justice, Sir Charles
Lilley, had defamed him from the Bench when delivering judg-
ment in the case of 1\1cSharry \'s. O'Rourke. It appears that
McSharry and O'Rourke were contractors engaged on railway
construction in Queensland during ;\Tacrossan's first term of office.
At this time, October 1882, l\TcSharry offered Macrossan a part-
nership, which he very rightly declined as being connected with
construction with which he, as i\finister for Works, had been
intimately concerned.
In January 1883, however, i\TcSharry again approached him,
this time offering a partnership in similar ventures in New South
Wales. This time i\1 acrossan accepted, but insisted on resigning
from the Government, since his new partner was still a contractor
in Queensland and since although he, ]\,1 acrossan, would have no
monetary interest in the Queensland contracts, it might still have
been embarrassing to be letting contracts as a Minister for which
l\TcSharry was a tenderer.
In the course of the 1886 debate, he explained the financial
basis of this partnership. He paid, he said, £3,500 and afterwards
several thousand pounds to purchase plant, all for "a probable
profit of £10,000."
No one could cavill at Macrossan's behaviour over this
matter. There was some attempt made to criticize the fact that
he did not actually resign until two months after he agreed to
join l\lcSharry, but it was shown that there was no secret made
of the impending resignation. Moreover, McIlwraith himself was
inclined, at first, to regard his resignation as being quite unneces-
sarily scrupulous and, when he did agree finally that perhaps it
would be advisable in view of McSharry's Queensland interests,
he told l\1 acrossan not to hurry over it. Legally, there seems to
be no doubt that Macrossan need not have resigned at all.
It is interesting to note, in anticipation, that even his bitterest
political enemies refused to impugn his honour in this matter and
this after all the heat generated over Ipswich railway workers,
those interminable Steel Rails, the Mail Contract, the Douglas
Libel and a hundred other causes great and small on which they
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had clashed. This too, in spite of the fact that Macrossan on this
occasion in 1886 was bitterlv attacking the Liberals' former
leader and idol, Charles Lilley> 2
It seems as if there may have been some private financial
set-back which necessitated this step in 1883 into the active
business world. As Macrossan himself said, "I was as poor on
leaving the l\linistry as "hen I entered. No one can get rich on
the salary of a \linister."13 That he should have been so punc-
tilious in resigning his office in these circumstances is a further
tribute to his person:d integrity.
His first period as a \Iinister taught i\lacrossan much; among
other things he declared that "there are only two members of the
J\Iinisrrv who reallv ha"c to ,"york. Thev are the :\linister for
Works :lIld the Co(onial Secretary."14 La~ter, as we shall see, he
combined both these offices in his own person for a period-small
wonder that he died young.
The Conscrvati"e government fell some time after
M acrossan 's resignation, over i\lcIlwraith's land grant railway
proposals and ;\] acrossan and his leader were perforce in the
political wildness for some five years. They were not inactive
years, far from it, J\lacrossan clearly led the Opposition as a
debater and, as always, contributed fully and clearly in com-
12. This whole business does illustrate the fierceness of J\ilacrossan's temper
when roused. Lilley, in his judgment, certainly did insinuate that at least
an attempt had been made hy ]\'lcSharry to bnbe ~Iacrossan. On the other
hand it seems clear that the Judge was not in fact fully aware of the facts
of the CJse. J\.1acrossan, however, chose to interpret Lilley's remarks as
indulging his political malice and so dashed off a letter to His Honour
which is noted in part below. The COllri('/' to whom he sent it, refused,
understandably, to risk publication, so, instead, he read it in the House:
"! find the same uncalled for groundless imputations so 'often repeateu
on every occlsion on which yOll saw fit to drag my name into your deliv-
erance tklt I am inclined to believe that you forgot you were sitting 011
the judicial bench, and imagined yourself by some hallucination of the
brain to be in one of the moods of your earlier (bys, addressing ]\! r.
Speaker under the influence of some great political or other excitement
'Vou certainly say that you had no intention to judge persons \\·ho
h:lvc had no opportunity of heing heard. These however, were mere
\\'Clrcls \\'hich the shallowest intellect can see \\'erc only hypocritical homage
which vice pays to \'irtue ... Now, sir although I believe VOllr words
were irrelevant anc! malicious, yet I h~\'e no remedy. " . "Vhen you
LIttered them you knew I had 110 remedy. Did that inspire ,"our
cOllrage l " .
J3. Q.P.D. 41(1883/4)23.
14. Ibid. 43 (J 884) 20.
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mlttee, especially on matters in which he \\':IS particularly con-
cerned. :l\1oreover, this period in Opposition sal\' his ideas crvstal-
lizing and his resolve hardening on certain of these points. It was
a time during which the Cluestion of Northern grievances \\':IS
reasserted, when the coloured labour problem came Cluite violently
into prominence and \\'hen, too, \12erossan's person:1! politiol
fortunes suffered a se\'ere setback.
It is \vort h noti ng th a t al though '\ Iacrossa n \\. as the fiercest
of party politicians he \\':IS not one to let this blind him to the
interests of. his constituents. Every measure, for instance, intro-
duced by 1m opponents for the benefit of the mining industry, and
there were a number during this Opposition period, received his
support and his constructive criticism was welcomed in Com-
mittee. 15 One is presented, on occasion, with the strange vision
of he and Griffith uniting to press some particular clause or other
upon a House that \\:IS tardy in perceiving its merit.
Coloured labour is a further Cluestion on which, as \vith
mining, \Tacrossan demonstrated a large measure of consistency
irrespective of \vhether he was in or out of office. There \\'ere
three aspects, or perhaps shades, to this Cluestion which at one
time or another came into prominence and it ma~' be well to deal
\\ith them all at this juncture.
In the first place, it will be remembered that one clause ill
the l\orthern '\ Ianifesto to which \ Iacrossan subscribed on his
first election in 1874 was the introduction of coolies from India.
Very soon after, he repented of his endorsement of this poJic~' on
the grounds that it \vould be impossible to prCH'nt this class of
labour from spreading to occupations other than sugar growing
and this he would not countenance. Allovving for :I measure of
opposition Cluibbling, this is roughly the line he maintained both
in office and when Griffith raised the question now, in 1883 and
again in 1886. 16 In any case the coolie Cluestion was soon for-
gotten by all except a few die-hards like the Courier, which
cherished a fondness for it for "ears, in the growing preoccupation
of the colony with what were' frequently miscalled Polynesians.
Kanakas had been trickling into North Queensland ever since
Captain Robert Towns had imported them to cultivate cotton on
the Logan in 1863. As was feared with coolies, their employment
15. For example, the Goldfields .'\et Amendment of l~S() ~nd the Goldfields
Homestead Leases Bill of the same vear ~s ~Iso fhe i\lining Comp~nies
Bill and the Minerai Lands (Coal l\fining) Bill.
16. Sa, for example, Q.P.D..J.') (1886) 166.
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soon extended beyonJ the tropical agriculture belt and by 1876
there was need for action. Though immediately following the yote
of censure on the Government which marked his first defmIte
breach with the Liberals, Macrossan supported their proposals on
this occasion. 17 In 1880 he helped McIlwraith intr?duce ~n
amending Act to this same effect and further restated hIs convIc-
tions during this Opposition period, in 1884:. A~ he said on on.e
occasion, "it was simply a question of protectIon ~nd expedl-
ency",18 that is, protection for white labour by refusmg to allow
the spread of its coloured counterpart and expediency at the same
time by continuing to supply Kanakas for the occupations which
were deemed impossible for whites but which contributed richly
to the colony's income. 19
It is not difficult to see in both these matters, I think, sup-
port for the view that his basic concern was with Northern
interests rather than with labour as a whole.
Chinese comprised the third variety of coloured labour.
Macross:lI1'S attitude towards them was much less compromising,
and understandably so when one remembers that the Chinaman
was the particular bere noire of the miner rather than of any
other worker.
M acrossan had a habit of inveighing against the Chinese on
almost any occasion and his Cato-like pronouncements in this
regard were equalled only by William Brookes' simultaneous
lamentations about Kanakas. On a number of occasions over the
years 1\1 across an felt it necessary to recapitulate his contributions
to the anti-Chinese cause and to advance his claim to have done
more in this regard than any other member of Parliament. 20 He
\\as very jealous of this self-conferred, even if generally accepted,
distinction and especially nettled when, on one occasion, Griffith
had the audacity to attempt to appropriate it for himself!
17. Ibid. 23 (1877)58.
18. Ibid. 32(]880J355
1~). Griffith, of course, Iegisbted in 1SS, to abolish Kanakas completely from
1890. ~'lacrossan on this (lcosion, being ill opposition tended to emphasise
"exped iency" rather tha n "protection". However, in 1889 being aga in in
office, he denied allY intention on the Ministry's part of continuing the
trade after 1890.
2l' , f,g. QP.D. 37(1882)69, I\lacrossan alwavs said that his first action as a
Parliamentarian was to \\'alt Oil the the'n Premier Macalister in 1874 to
urge legislative action against the Chillese influx, particularly to the
northern goldfields.
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It is true to say that this attitude of his prevailed as much
with measures introduced b,' Griffith in 1883 and 1886 as with
MeIlwraith's or his own. "One Chinaman in the colony," he
insisted, "was one too many."21 He saw them as, "one of the
greatest evils which is looming in the distance to the European
people"22 and he felt that Queensland was in this regard "an out-
post of Australian civilization."23
If then at least the early years of the first Griffith ministry
seem almost calm and untroubled after the turbulence of
McIlvvraith's term, it was only the calm before the storm, and,
as far as Macrossan was concerned, the storm burst in 1886 when
he clashed openly, not only with the Liberals but with his own
party on the question of Northern disabilities.
By now lie had become convinced that nothing less than ter-
ritorial separation would secure justice for the North and on
August 20th moved that a petition be presented to the Crown to
this effect. 24
l\lacrossan had obviously planned his speech very carefully.25
He first examined in detail the legality of separation, then
proceeded to a history of the various agitations up to that time.
Answering the charge that the first McIlwraith Ministry did noth-
ing to forward the cause after all their criticism of the Liberal
Administration, he said, "we found ... that it was impossible
for any Government to think of, or attempt to do, what they
believed was fair and right as far as the distribution of the
ordinary re\'enue of the colony was concerned between the North
and South, because the Sollthern people believed the North was
pampered ... no Government can exist in the House supported
by Southern members, if it attempts to do justice to the northern
portion of Queensland." At the same time he explained that the
Jag between the failure to secure financial separation and the
agitation for territorial separation was due to the North's vain
hopes that the Ministry of which he was a member would be able
2i. Ibid. 41 (1883/4)357.
22. Ibid. 49(1886) 1889.
23. Ibid. 52 (1887)508.
2!. I bid. 49 (1886)437
25. Philp said this was the only tilme he ever knew Macrossan to use notes.
(op. cit. 57).
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to redress its grievances. Next he tried to convince a singularly
sceptical House of Townsville's lack of ambition to be a colonial
capital. 26
He carefully went over, once again, figures to support the
North's claim that it was unjustly treated financially and. fll1al~y,
he completely repudiated any compromise settlement. Fll1anclal
adjustment alone would no longer be acceptable to the North,
"the greatest evil being," as he said " ... not the IneqUItable dIS-
tribution of the public revenues, but the want of sympathy and
encouragement in developing the resources of the North."
Ellis calls this speech of Macrossan's "one of the five great
statements of the case for local self-government which have been
and will always be Australian textbooks of advanced constitu-
tional thought."27 Four years later, the Courier, still a strong
opponent on the question at issue, remembered it as a "magnifi-
cent and telling oration," and Griffith's words in reply were to
congratulate 1\1acrossan on the "fairness with which he brought
forward his motion."
The question of Northern grievances was not allowed to lie, in
spite of the ignominious defeat of 1\ racrossan's motion, for vvhich
only the "Northern Nine" voted. The following year, l\'facrossan
seized the opportunity offered by a motion for adjournment to
fulminate again against "the impracticability of trying to govern
an immense colony from one corner of it." He was prepared to
credit the Government with the desire to do justice to the North
but demanded "is this desire always to be a desire? Is it never to
fructify?"28
26. He appilrently envisilged a Canberra-like solution to this problem:
"make the capital ... where there is no town-where there is no land
already solcl-su that no one will he injured, and there will be no feeling
of jealousy in any parr of the country. And not only \\'ill that be the
result, but a further result will take place. The sale of the lands of the
new capital will be sufficient to pily for all the public buildings".
2i. Ellis, U. R. Ntn' Anstralian Slali's Syd., Endeavour P., 1933, p. 100.
The debate as a whole was fruitful of neat phrase and telling argument.
Phill), for instance, making his maiden speech, ansvvered the argument that
the J\iorth had always had a fair representation in the House: "why, Jt
the beginning of the last session the honourable member for Townsville
(Hon. ]. 1\1. 1\1acrossan) was representing 3,400 names up on the roll. while
there were G members upon the other side who, collectivel~', represented
3,400 names. What can one man do ilgainst six' \Ve know that in dehate
the Hem. 1\1r. l\1acrossan is equal to allY 6 men in the House; but when
it comes to a division he has only one VOle". No wonder l\'facrossan
regarded this speech as having "excelled the average of maiden speeches".
~,l, Q.P.D. S2(lS87)318.
, Ol~ the 31st August, Griffith moved the second reading of a
Fmanclal Dlstncts Btll, as promIsed in the Prorogation Speech the
previous Speech the pre\'ious ~L'ar. 1\ Iacrossan refused to beliC\'c
that the Premier really intended to try and pass the Bill at such
a late stage of the closing session of the Parliament, but was quite
prepared to debate the merits of it "for the public enlighten-
ment," In any case, however, he was not at all prepared to accept
any longer a mere bookkeeping measure which conferred no local
control \\'hate\'er, In a \'igorous attack on Griffith, he accused him
of being a political Rip Van Winkle trying to placate the North
\\'ith the measures of ten years before,29
Hov.:ever \vell received 1\T acrossan 's great speech of 1886
might have been, the sentiments he expressed In It were most
inopportune to his political fortunes,
In this same year J\IcIlwraith retired from politics and his
place as Leader of the Opposition WJS taken by Albert Norton.
This could not hJve appeared as other than a blow to \Tacrossan,
since he had clearh' been regJrded as second in command of the
first "fcIhnaith \Tinistrv. He hJd been a senior I\Tinister for
over four years and there' were no longer in the House any mem-
bers of his party \\'ho had held more senior portfolios, Moreover,
he had been carrying the debating for years. His supersession by
Norton established the fact, which was later to be reaffirmed, th:1t
the party, \\hile it was prepared to use him to the full, while
incleed it might acknowledge his strength in a Ministry and his
indispensJ bility in debate and argument, would nevertheless not
entrust him with its control.
"[ost of the reasons for this are fairly obvious and are sum-
med up in the single statement that his successful rival, Norton,
was essentiallv a conciliator. As for Macrossan, his expressed
opinions \Vere 'too strong, his convictions too ob\'iously entrenched
to allow him to weld together the heterogenity of elements which
only the genius of 1\TcHwraith had so fJr sufficed to unite.
There \\'as i\forehead, for instJnce, who more or less con-
trolled the squatting "rump" in the party; he apP.Jrently disliked
i\T acrossan as cordially as Macrossan despised him. Then, too,
the very fierceness of Macrossan's oratory which hJd constituted
one of his major party assets may have seemed less .desirable in a
leader, implying as it did perhaps some lack of restrJlI1t, a destruc-
tive rather than a constructive attitude. Above all, there were
2)'. Ibid, 465,
4)
plenty, even within the party, \\·ho suspected him of seeking too
strongly to favour the regions and sects with which he \\'3S IntIm-
ately connected. Not only had he announced his conversion to
full territorial separation for the North, but the Non-ConformIsts
had never forgotten the bitterness of the Education Debate of
eleven years before.
By 1887, there were signs that Griffith's Party's solidarity
was weakening as his Government's popularity declined. At this
time, for instance, Dickson, the Treasurer resigned after 3 dif-
ference of opinion in the Cabinet.30 \J :1crossan this year vigor-
ously opposed the "imperialism" of the Naval Defence Bill and
gave a further sample of his rather doubtfully radical ...-iews by
objecting to the shortening of Parliament's term from fi,'e to four
years.
\'IcIlwraith swept into office in the 1888 eJections, lVlacrossan
returning to his former place at the \Iines Department. Signifi-
cantly however, Morehead ,vas given the next senior portfolio
after l\'IcIlwraith.
The second term of office
Almost inevitably, the first major legislative achienment of
the new Government was a further Mines Regulation Act, but
apart from this universally acclaimed measure his second term of
office was a period of considerable upset for Macrossan; "'hile it
saw his greatest achievement of power, it also witnessed, at the
same time, his further and final disappointment.
Macrossan's second Mining Act was again a model piece of
industrial legislation representing a very considerable advance in
employee protection. Not only was the much debated "onus of
proof" provision included, but also such radical ideas as inspection
by workers' representatives. 31
In 1889 he introduced, but did not carry beyond the second
reading, a further amendment to the Goldfields Act. Hodgkinson,
J\lacrossan's counterpart in the Opposition, again was prepared to
endorse this measure: "I do not see a single clause in the Bill,"
he said, "which is not urgently required for the protection of the
industry."32 One of the clauses concerned at last took the plunge
30. The Boomerang thereafter inevitably caricatured him with a rodent body.
31. Q.P.D. 58 (1889) 98.
32. Ibid. 57(1889) 120.
and sought to debar "any person other than natural-born or
naturalised British subjects of European extraction" from the
issue of miner's rights. It W:-IS }\facrossan's last legislative act.
. It i~ about this time that \\e become aware suddenly that
he Is.an III man. He begins himself to speak quite unselfconsciously
of hls approaching end and 111 Press reports one finds frequent
reference to his uncertain health.33
During the 1888/1889 recess, ill-health forced I 1cIlwraith to
resign the Premiership, though he retained however a seat in the
Cabinet. The reasons advanced before' for l\1a~rossan being
passed over as Leader of the Opposition, operated even more
forcibly on this occlsion and the Premiership dC\'olnd on
\[orehead.
There seems no doubt whatever that, in point of ability,
application and debating power, Macrossan was infinitely superior
to his new leader. However, his separation motion of 1886 and
his election statements on the same subject would probably have
precluded his selection, even if the religious and other factors
previously listed had not continued to operate. Added to this
was the instability of his health. It is difficult to know how much
to attach to this last factor, but at least it provided the party
with an excuse.
Some months later, on top of this disappointment and to
aggravate his illness, came an equally bitter and quite sad breach
with l\1cIlwraith, the man whom he most admired. IcIlwraith
resigned from the i\'1 inistry in \vhat appears suspiciously like a
pet over the question of their reluctance to finance his favourite
project, the Central Railway Station. The inevitable recrimina-
tions dragged out a weary length and were outstanding even in
a day and a place characterized by the bluntest of blunt speaking.
During the re-shuffle following McIlwraith's resignation of
the Premiership Macrossan's real power had been greatly
enhanced by his 'taking over the Colonial Secretaryship in addi-
tion to his Mines Portfolio. He had also gathered in the Harbours
and Marine Department formerly administered by the Treasury.
Some had seen this great increase in responsibility and incident-
33. Deakin said he was "evidently in feeble health" at the Federation Confer-
ence in March 1890 (op. cit. 37) and in November Macrossan himself
wondered "if I 'Jive to go down to the convention" (in the coming March)
(Q.P.D. 62 (1890) 1526).
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alh·, of course, in work, as a sop thrown by the Party to this d:m-
ge,:ous Cerberus, but McIlwraith had other ideas. "Why, bless my
soul!" he said, "the man has got h::df the colony in his hands. That
looks a little like as if he meant the great bulk of the influ-
ence of the colony to remain with the North."34 An interesting
statement this, si;lce, as \H~ luve seen, it was a common criticism
of \ [acrossa n th athis Northern interests ten ded to be forgotten
when he WJS in office and IT\·in:d only when he was in Opposi-
tion, for pLll"cl~· factionJI purposes.
The defection of . IcIlwraith speit the doom of the Conserva-
tin Government, his "unhol~· alliance" with Griffith \\":IS only a
matter of time and its consumlllJtion in 1890 brought ~ rorehead's
r:lther unhappy AdministrJtion crJshing to the ground.
The last years
Before "c follow 1\1 acrOSSJn into Opposition again, hO\Yever,
,,·e should note J great acceleration that had taken place in recent
years in the movemellt towards the Feder:Jtion of the Australian
~oIonies. As early as 1851 concerted action bv the colonies had
been mooted but ·not until the earl): eighties \~as anything really
practical accomplished. There is on record In inter-colonial con-
ference of 1881, but the first Ill:ljor step was a Convention in
Svdnev in late 1883 which dr3ftecl a Bill for the constitution of a
F"eder~1 Coullcil of Australasia.
\Tacrossan had defInitely committed himself on this occasion
to the principle of Federation. 35 It "·as a subject on which he
knew no part\· :lIld the forthrightness Jnd consistency of his
approach st<l!1d out in fa\'()urable contrast to the non-committal
attitude of his leader, IcIlwraith. With the exception of Sir
Samuel Griffith he was undoubtedly the first major Queensland
politician openl~' to espouse the Feder31 ouse and, with again
the. same exception, he \\,:IS hv far its strongest public supporter
in this colonv :It the time. He ",as certainh· the first leadin(T
- . to
AusuJlian to die in this calise.
In 1888 \1 Jcrossan hJd had his first prJctical experience of
the co-operation which presh3dowecl Federation when, by 3gree-
ment between the defc3ted but not yet resigned Premier, Griffith
and his successor-elect, i\lclh\T:lith, he attended an inter-colonial
conference held in Sydney on the Chinese Question.
-------_ ....__ ...._------------------
31. QPO. 67(1890)J+.
:). fL,id. 4,(188+)19
The next year, as Colonial Secretary, Macrossan was Queens-
land delegate to the newly created Federal Council of Australasia
and created quite a furore by taking as his fellow-delegate Griffith,
the Leader of the Opposition.
It was, of course, an eminently sensible move since Griffith
had played a leading part in the erection of the council, he had
drafted the enabling Bill and he had presioed over the Council's
deliberations the previous year. Even more important, however,
it was one step further in the process of liberalizing the Council's
Constitution that Macrossan had advocated five years before. 36
On his return to Queensland Macrossan supported this idea
very strongly, as allowing not only the representation of Govern-
ments, but also of both parties from each Parliament and, further,
advocated the delegation of "leading men representing public
opinion outside." Incidentally, he made quite clear his basic
premise for future federation: "Hon. members", he pointed out,
"must disabuse themselves of one thing-it will be impossible for
us to have a Federal Parliament without the Parliaments of the
different colonies making sacrifices of the powers they have now
... the difficulty will, therefore, be not with the people of Aus-
tralasia but with the leading men in the Parliaments of Austra-
lasia."37
1890 saw Macrossan off to the South again, this time to
Melbourne, again insisting on having Griffith as his partner in
the conference summoned by Sir Henry Parkes to consider pre-
liminaries for a Federal Convention.
Deakin dismisses this first gathering very cursorily. "Its
business was formal and was discharged in a formal way. Though
it was spiced with some personal antagonism there was no real
debate. The speeches were a series of essays in which those inter-
ested may note the vagueness of conception which then
enshrouded the movement."38
There was nothing vague about Macrossan's conception of
Federation and his speech at this conference which even Deakin
admits "stood out in most respects above them all," while it is
36. "The basis should be widened and it should be taken outside Governments
and placed in the people". (IDe. cit.)
37. Ibid. 57 (1889) 821. So he stated on another occasion the aim of the Federal
Convention in its deliberations was "to protect tlte people of Australia
from the future government of Australia".
38. Deakin, op. cit. 37.
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clearly the work of an enthusiast, bristles with the detail of h~s
knowledge of overseas precedent and reveals in every sentence ~IS
deep thought on their applicability to Australia. As to the "SIr~­
cerity of passion" on which Deakin also comments, here IS
l'vlacrossan on the suggestion that the North Queensland Separa-
tion movement would militate against Federation " ... centraliza-
tion has no terrors for anyone who thinks on the subject if suf-
ficient local autonomy is left to the local legislatures. If ':'Ie leave
sufficient authority as we ought to do, to the local legIslatures,
Federal Government or centralization can only have the effect of
making men believe that which we wish them to believe-that
they are first Australians and then Queenslanders, South Austra-
lians or Victorians."39
The delegation duly returned with a set of resolutions for
their local legislatures which, in effect, summoned a convention
and laid down its objects.
Once again, the House had the pleasure of seeing Macrossan
and his natural enemy, Griffith, united in urging its acceptance of
these proposals. It is a measure of the real worth of both men
that they who were such bitter foes in the local political arena
never experienced any trouble in sinking their differences and
working enthusiastically together in the wider field.
All in all, this year 1890 was a full one for Macrossan, up to
August he had a very heavy Ministerial responsibility, then there
was the double crisis of McIlwraith's resignation and his alliance
with Griffith to unseat the Government. Inevitably, the major
debating load fell on Macrossan.
As if to tempt fate and in defiance of the rapidly deteriora-
ting state of his health, he was no sooner in Opposition when he
initiated again a full dress debate on Northern Separation.
On 17th October he moved "that in the opinion of this House
.. . '
terntonal separatIon of the Northern portion of the colony is
desirable, and would be for the best interests of the whole of the
colony."4o
The Comier, no friend of Macrossan's on this question,
underlines the real physical sacrifice this must have entailed.
W. This speech will be found in full in Australian Federal Conference, Mel-
bOl/YIIe, 1890. Proceedings and Debates. 1elb., Govt. Pr., [1891?)
P 68 ff.
N QP.D 62 (1890) 904.
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Reporting that "he had been far from well of late" and alluding
to "a.n accident he. met w.ith last week," it .went on to say, "In
the circumstances It was little short of heroIc for the honourable
gentleman to make the effort he did and it was a pleasing com-
pliment to his merited influence and position in the House that
he should have been listened to with so much genuine sympathy
It was impossible to avoid contrasting the subdued and dis-
jointed prelection of yesterday with the magnificent and telling
·oration ... [orr four years ago."41
Ironically enough, while the magnificent oration of 1886
could secure only nine votes in a full house, this painwracked
shadow of a speech mustered 26 against the Government's 32.
It is not improbably the closest the North will ever attain to
independence.
There followed a weary debate on Griffith's alternative pro-
posals in which ]\Iacrossan drove himself to participate. He won-
dered openly at the end of the session if he would live to go down
to the Federal Convention.
For Griffith had returned the compliment Macrossan had
paid him in full measure. Not only had he nominated him for the
Federal Council in January but also insisted on his being selected
to represent the colony at Parkes's Convention despite the pres-
~nce there also of MeIlwraith.
At the Council, Griffith and Macrossan stood together against
the possible introduction of coloured labour from the New
Hebrides, an almost unbelievable alliance on such a subject.
In March, the Convention met in Sydney. Macrossan
attended religiously each sitting but spoke hardly at all. As in
1890 the discussion was initiated by Parkes who introduced a
series of motions as a basis for the new constitution. Debate on
these lasted for over a \veek but Macrossan did not speak. His
long overtaxed body was finally giving up the struggle. Day
after day the papers, while regretting his inability to contribute
to the discussion, expressed their anxiety at his obvious frailty.42
41. Courier 18/10/1890.
·n. As early as 19th "larch, the Courier correspondent "'as reponing:
"Mr. Macrossan's health has been far from good and he has looked quite
unequal to any great effort. Still. he has been a most regular attendant
during the sittings of the Convention and mentally he has been follOWing
the diSCUSSIOn with a keen and watchful Interest. The mind has been as
active as ever although the body has been weak".
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It seems he was saving himself for a final effort; on the 13th he
was the first to combat Parkes' resolution practically freezing the
existing powers and legislative frameworks of the participating
colonies, as also their territorial boundaries. It was all a piece,
lVIacrossan suggested, with the whole mistaken concept of a nar-
row union of states. For him, federation meant the birth of a new
nation and this could only be made possible by a true spirit of
compromise and of actual sacrifice of existing powers and privi-
leges. 43
On the 17th he made his last speech, in support of Griffith's
ideas on the constitution of the New Senate. Clearheaded to the
end he brought the Conference back to life after it had bogged
down in inter-colonial jealousies, by hammering home again the
basic idea which was so clear to him but which still eluded many
other delegates; that this was a completely new legislature they
were erecting and that they must take care not to think of it
merely as a collection of large and small states. He reminded
them of the "powerful solvent" exercised by party politics in this
direction, a point which Deakin admits had been forgotten. The
whole spirit of his speech continued his inspiring rallying call of
the year before, that the new nation would be "first Australians
and then Queenslanders and South Australian.s and Victorians."44
It was the last flickering of an indomitable spirit. Quite
suddenly he was dead. Only on the 29th did he take to his bed
and at four o'clock the next day he had passed away, while the
Courier was yet assuring his countrymen that "nothing serious
was apprehended."
The dramatic suddenness of his death lent emphasis in the
mind of his contemporaries to the already strong impression he
had given of his devotion to the future Australia.
His place in our history
Such then was the public life of John Murtagh Macrossan.
Is it possible from such an incomplete picture to estimate his true
place in our history and can we distinguish enough of true quality
through the confused picture of political strife to rank him with
our great? Accepting the twin disabilities of his short life and the
overshadowing stature of his two great contemporaries and tak-
43. National Australian Convention, Sydney, 1891. Proceedings and Debates.
Syd., Govt. Pr., 1891 p. 157.
44. Ibid., 211.
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ing care not to over-sentimentalize either the romance of his
origins or the pathos of his death, are we justified in preservin~~
the memory of his service to our country?
. I think \\'e can agree to do so, I think there is enough of solid
achIevement in his career and enough evidence of the promise that
was so tragically denied fulfilment. But I think too that it is
only fair to keep the record straight in our minds. We may be
able to discern the statesman beneath and beyond the politician
but it i~ right to remember the trouble the p~litician gave us in
our search.
I t is this party overlay, so to speak, which emphasizes certain
remarkable inconsistencies in his career; inconsistencies which, if
we accept the conventional estimate of his political beliefs, would
tend to brand him as a deserter to the cause of labour. In the first
lecture we dealt in some detail with the most obvious of these,
his choice of party, and, in the course of discussion, roughed-in
so to speak, a broad outline of beliefs and convictions which at
least to mv mind seem to IL1\'e been much more fundamental to
him and i~ the light of which his actions conform to a much less
flexible pattern.
I would venture to suggest, in fact, paradoxically though it
may seem, that consistency, in the sense of adhering steadfastly
to fundamental principles, is one of the points on which Macrossan
can be rated fairly highly. Indeed his stern refusal to yield on
questions which were a matter of faith to him undoubtedly affec-
ted his fortunes adversely and so reflects considerable credit on
his integrity.
But it must be noted that they had to he fundamental ques-
tions, his religion, his interest in the Northern portion of the
colony, his deep concern for the mining industry, and for those
who toiled within it, his burning faith in Federation-for all these
he stood firm and for each he made very real sacrifices. Other
questions, hov\'ever, he was prepared to treat much more cava-
lierly and one can at least suspect that he was not above treating
them quite opportunistically. Some of these questions I must
insist were so fundamental to any "labour" politician as to render
quite absurd the "democrat before his time" theme which is
stressed by Bernays and others.
It may be worth risking over-emphasis of this point by
recounting at some length as a case in point the curious vacilla-
tions of his policy on a question so vital to the working-man as
payment of members of Parliament.
His first election address in September, 1873 committed him
to this principle and consistent with this was his support of a
measure introduced by Macalister next year. It was, In fact, a
theme of 'lacrossan's maiden speech.
In 1876 two further abortiYe attempts were made in the same
direction. We find with some surprise that Macrossan took no
part in the debates on either occasion although this was a period
of considerable activity for him in the House. It will be remem-
bered that this \\'as the vear in which he crossed his Rubicon and
joined \TcIl\\'raith on t1~e Conserntive benches.
The question remained dormant until 1884. It was never
seriously raised in the House at any time during the intervening
eight years, for over four of which 1\Jacross;:ln was a senior Minis-
ter; certainl\· he initiated no effort himself to secure this point
that had seemed so "it;:ll to him ten vears before. In 1884
Griffith, then Premier, introduced ;:l ~lembers Expenses Bill. Now
this time Macrossan made no explicit statement of principle but
he did vote in favour of removing the maximum proposed limit of
payment. The Bill \Vas rejected h~; the Upper House but came
on again the following year to find. 1acrossan in open opposition
and "not a believer in any principle of payment of members."45
As if to emphasize the inconsistency of this position with his
original stand ten years before he bolstered it lip with exactly the
same examples, though now reversed! that he had used then. 46
Nor is this by any means the end of the story, since, later in
the same debate, he "admitted the principle of payment of mem-
bers as having been passed."
In 1886 Griffith made his third attempt "ith the same Bill
to find, no doubt to his amazement, that \lacrossan was well on
the way to completing the cycle of inconsistency by now stating:
that payment of members was "the logical outcome of universal
suffrage," and quite shamelessly asserting that he had "never
opposed it on principle"! Incidentally, the same Victorian sItua-
tion which he had instanced, b\'ourably, in 1876 and as an
·F. QPD 46(1885)73
46. The House w~s quick to note the incon,istenc!, and the Courier reported
that "some members laughed sneeringlv·'. .\t which the Minister it "fles
on to say, "with some of his old fire" turned on them. This is 'the first
public reference I h~ve noted to his failing he~lth. From this point on they
become ever more frequent. (Courier 16/7/1885).
5·[
exampl.e of blackest corruption nine years later he now regarded
as havIng worked well "for some years."47
. Fin~lly, in 1889, when again in office, he took an active part
In securmg the passage of a Payment of Members introduced by
the Government. One can hardly accuse him of any firm convic-
tion on th is su bject.
The matter of coloured labour, another fundamental issue
for the working man, illustrates very clearly the limitation of his
radicalism. The Chinese issue, which related directly to mining,
found him consistent to the extent of dogmatism. On the other
two types of coloured labour, his policy is fairly consistently "pro-
tection and expediency," protection of the white worker, but not
to such a doctrinaire extent as to jeopardize the stability of the
sugar industry in which he had a regional interest.
"No Kanakas at any price" was gradually modified to read
"Kanakas, but only under stringent regulation," and, while
Coolies were first encouraged then rejected and finally encour-
aged again, the deciding factor was usually the presence or absence
of regulations limiting their employment.
He seems not, in fact, to have felt the same initial repug-
nance to either coolies or Kanakas that he did, as we have seen
to Chinese and was hardly prepared to force issues on either of
the former. On these questions in fact one seems to sense a tran-
sition from the warmth of his feelings on mining and Chinese to
his comparative uninterest in exclusively labour problems.
Within this last, more defined, sphere; on legislation, for
instance, relating to industrial conditions in industries other than
mining, he does not seem to have had the same convictions. He
supported Buzacott's Eight Hours Bill at the beginning of his
career,48 but in 1889 he strongly opposed Griffith's Bill on the
same question, although earlier he had still been prepared to sup-
port a second effort by Buzacott and although McIlwraith him-
self had introduced a Bill six years previously for which presum-
ably he had Cabinet's, and so Macrossan's support.
Another example is the question of employer liability, which
J\Iacrossan pressed so enthusiastically in his own mining legisla-
47. QP.D. 49(1886)89. ...
42. He saw in it "an effort to prevent the evils which eXisted In England for
many years from ariSing in this colony". (Ibid. 17 (1874) 847).
tion but to which he did not even speak when Griffith passed his
Act of 1886 extending the principle, although he was actually in
the House at the time. Nor did he bother to comment on
Griffith's Trade Unions Act in the same year.
Finally, in 1890 Macrossan as Colonial Secretary passed the
Factories and Shops Bill, in introducing whIch h~ m~de a rem~rk­
able statement for a "fiery demagogue." He saId, the pnnClple
of the Bill ... is chiefly the protection of women and children ...
the grown up men, to a very large extent, I consider are pretty
well able to protect themselves nowadays. In fact, I think that
protection will very soon be needed in some other direction."49
It is also only fair to note that even on twO of the funda-
mental questions on which we have praised his resolution he was
still capable at times of actions which at least lay him open to the
suspicion of perverting his principles in the interests of his party.
One should point out immediately, of course; first, that the very
scarcity of such incidents tends to project them larger than life so.
to speak, against the background of steady consistency: second,
that even so they still can not in any sense outweigh this same
basic trend, and lastly that in every case there is at least a pos-
sible explanation of his actions. But again, let us take the actual
examples. The most glaring are perhaps the two occasions on
which his highly developed Sinophobia, which we have interpreted
as part and parcel of his concern for the mining industry, was
allowed to be momentarily eclipsed at what appear to be
peculiarly apt moments from a party point of view.
Firstly, then, in 1876 a Goldfields Act Amendment Bill was
introduced by the Liberal Government with the object of reduc-
ing Chinese immigration, although it represented itself merely as
a measure to compel them to contribute more equitably to the
colonial revenue. l\hcrossan opposed this Bill on the main ground
that he considered it only a sham and that, secondlv, it would
prove impossible to collect the extra licence fee it en~isaged. In
debate he opposed a suggestion that miners' rights should simply
le refused to Chinese, on the grounds that the colony was legally
bound to issue them by an earlier Act. 50 He took the same stand
again the following year when the same measure was re-introduced
even though he was at the same time vigorously supporting the
49. Ibid. 61 (1890) 159.
;0. Q.P.D. 20(1876)377: "The European Miner did not actuallv obiect to
Chinamen coming to the colony; what he objected to was t1;eir treading
fast upon his heels".
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Government's Immigration Regulation Bill which was directed to
the same end.
One cannot help remembering that 1876 was the crucial year
in which he was deciding his political future by moving at last to
open Opposition to the Liberals. On the other hand, it is tru"
that, while opposing the Bill in principle, he did manage to carry
an amendment securing the prohibition of the Chinese from any
new goldfields unless discovered by themselves for two years.5 1
However, the legal basis for his objection to refusing to issue
any miners' rights to Asiatics did not deter him from denying
them mining licenses in his 0\\"11 \fineral Lands Act of 1882.
Indeed he ultimately decided to extend this prohibition to miners'
rights, in a piece of projected legislation seven years later.
It is not possible here to argue this matter in detail but I
think it is clear that there is at least the suggestion of factious
inconsistency on his part.
The second example follows the same pattern. In 1890 the
New Goldfields Act was introduced by Hodgkinson, the Liberal
counterpart of Macrossan in the Works Office, in order to con-
tinue to exclude Chinese from the Russell River Goldfield beyond
the statutory period. l\1acrossan, to the consternation of the
House, strongly opposed this measure while still basking in the
glory of his emphatic anti-Chinese stand at the inter-colonial con-
ference. Again his opposition rested on a tender regard for the
legal rights of the Chinese. Griffith, exasperated beyond measure,
seems to have summed up the situation fairly well when he said,
"while he says it is only just and proper to exclude the Chinese
from all goldfields yet to give the right to exclude them from a
particular goldfield a little longer is grossly unjust."52
Here again suspicion of factiousness cannot help rearing its
ugly head. Here was the colony's, if not the continent's,
strongest and most-outspoken opponent of the Chinese allowing
what seems very like a quibble to deter him from supporting
anti-Chinese legislation. It is difficult to counter the suggestion
that the real reason is that his party was still smarting over an
election defeat and was determined to aggravate and to attempt
51. Q.P.D. 25(1878)581,2 seems to make this clear.
52. Ibid. 61 (1890)535.
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to discredit the Government and that, to this end, he was pre-
pared to abandon his personal convictions. Even here, however,
a case can be made for him mainly on the grounds that a shrewd
politician, such as he undoubtedly was, would har~ly have expec-
ted to gain public support for his party by runnIng count~r, as
he did on this occasion, to what was now a very strong tIde of
anti-Chinese feeling throughout the whole colony.53
It is just possible then to argue that there was a legal ?asis
for i\lacrossan's apparent inconsistency on these two occasIOns.
In the same way, it is fair to add that although his osci.llations
on the payment of members' issue have an almost hypnotic regu-
larity, they do not, in fact, correspond very carefully in time with
the expressed views of the party to whose supposed interests we
would postulate him to be subverting his principles.
If the two occasions we have instanced constitute as they
do the sum total of his possible inconsistencies over the mining
industry, let us pass now to his opponents' charge that he "blew
hot and cold" about Northern Separation.
It is undeniable that Macrossan's most obvious actiVIties in
this cause took place during the period in which he was in oppo-
sition. 54 On the other hand, the Liberals also accused him of
over-favouring the North when he was a Minister. 55 McIlwraith,
too, angrily testified, after his breach with the Conservatives, that
l\Jacrossan and Hume Black had betrayed an assurance that they
would not raise the separation issue during the 1888 Election and
had done all they could to make the Ministry a Northern one and
have it declare for Separation. M acrossan certainly made pro-
Separation statements during the campaign claiming, incident-
a1ly, that he had a free hand on the issue. He also insisted that
McIlwraith had promised that one of the delegates to the Federal
Council at Hobart would be a Northerner.
All in all, then it may be a mistake to ascribe too much
importance to his vagaries, or to regard them as in any way
~.'. This was the time, for instance, when the Boomerang was featuring
vio!ently i\llti-Chinese articles and even a lurid serial story centreing on a
future attempted coup d'ilat by the Chinese in Qlleensl~nd. It was the
time too when Samuel Griffith was almost lynched hy a Brisbane mob for
being, mlstakedly, suspected of favouring the Chinese.
54. The highlights, as already noted, were his successful motion of 1876, his
unsuccessful but brilliant speech of 1886 and his narrow defeat in 1890.
53. Even the Courier complained (23/9/1880) that \vhile the much-vaunted
retrenchment policy of the l\1cIlwr~ith ministrv had halted the southern
railway at Roma, the Central line was still for'ging ahead.
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ex~essive in a statesman who was also a politician. Although
GrIffith always accused Macrossan of being an opportunist it is
not surprising that another contemporary, W. H. Corfield, insists
It \vas Just because he \\'as not an opportunist and because "he
c~)Uld not submit his independence of mind or character or prin-
C'lples to any person or junta" that he was not destined to become
a popular leader of "the People.''s6
Nothing, moreover, can ever detract from the real worth of
his legislation in favour of the mining industry. He never forgot
the years he spent on the diggings and he let slip no opportunity
in all his seventeen years in Parliament to advance the industry
and to better working conditions within it. If he was seized,
and properly. with the value of mining to the colony and so with
the need to develop it efficiently, he was more than aware of the
human needs of the men who made its prosperity possible.
Further, although we cannot subscribe to the popular view
that he \\'as guided either originally or at all times by a deep con-
cern for the working man and for labour as a class, we can at least
recognize that his election did point to a new era in Queensland
politics. At least by extraction he was a common man, he had
made a place in the colony by his own efforts and his entry into
Parliament did certainly bring it into contact for the first time
with someone who could speak with the authority of experience
on matters relating to the day to day operation of at least one of
the major industries of the colony.
Nor must we ever forget the real standing of \Iacrossan the
Australian.
On this one question which took him outside the realms of
local politics he made no compromise and aroused no accusation
of bias, hypocrisy or partisanship. In this man of contradictions
and violent extremes it is characteristic that we should find a
breadth of vision and a capacity to rise abo\'e the turbulence of
colonial politics; that he who was the bitterest of party politicians,
the most unscrupulous of parliamentary tacticians, should be fore-
most in demonstrating the essential need for mutual trust, for the
abandonment of inter-colonial jealousy and for the very real sac-
rifice of hard-won advantages in order to erect the new nation.
He quite clearly wore himself out in this cause.
Here then, there were at least the seeds of greatness; consist-
ency in the issues considered fundamental and the strength of
56. Corfield op. cit. 72.
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character that could withstand the temptation to pervert It ,or
personal profit: the capacity for untiring bbour in any cause C(:>o-
sidered just and worthy; the sense of vision in great matters whIch
is granted only to men of quality.
'Vhy then we may well ask is there no more to show in the
record? 'Was t'here so~ething fu'rther lacking or was there indeed
some added ingredient which militated against the fullest employ-
ment of these talents?
Here again we are brought hack to M across:lI1 the Politician,
whose very ability, whose success we might well say, precluded
the fullest development of :\Iacrossan the Statesman; for, till the
,'ery hour of his death ]\,1 across:1I1 seems to have made his mark
not principally by reason of his fierce opposition to the Chine~c
or of his steadv advancement of Northern interests or even of hiS
very real endeavours to improve the lot of the working miner, but
rather by the lliHrammelled bitterness of his tongue and the
weight of his debating power.
Though a capable I\J inistcr and <I speaker of proven ability in
committee as well as in debate, he never possessed the confidence
of his party sufficiently to attain to its leadership on an~' of the
three occasions when it fell vacant during his Parliamencn~' life.
The advocate nature of his speeches, the bitterness of his feelings,
the expressed strength of his insistence on his religion, above all
his rdusal to conciliate or to suffer fools gladly ensured his super-
session by much weaker men. rt is not un-pathetic this vision of
a man failing repeatedly to achieve those highest offices of the
State for which by til!cnts and service alike he could be reg:nded
as well-quillified. 'r t is not impossible that Queensland \"~IS, on
balance, the loser thereby,
1\lacrossan's career highlights the immature nJture of
Queensland politics at the time, That a 1'<1\\' politician should be
elected by il predominantly working class constituency although
deliber;Jtely refusing to commit himself to either party beforehand
and thilt he should not make his final choice until he' had sat two
sessions in the House seems remarkable enough looked at from the
perspective of this day ;Jnd age. Th:1t ,his choice should favour
the party which at any rate his oppm1ents considered \\'as com-
mitted to furthering the interests of the only defined propertied
class in the community is even more strange. But that, at the
suhsequent election, he should return in triumph at the head of a
solid block of members sworn to support it, after completely alter-
ing the party allegiance of a third of the wlony is fantastic. £,'en
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more so is the fact that, in office under the same Conservative
party, he should carry through measures of advanced industria!
legisla tion. -
But not all this was due to the circumstances of the time,
much pertains again to the strength of Macrossan's individuality.
As "Jack the Hatter" he had been a solitary miner, not mixing
with his fellow diggers but emerging to organize them for their
own protection, to fight their battles with the mining warden, to
sit as their representative in Parliament and then to throwaway
their support by refusing to vote for their railway.
As "Jack the Hatter" he was feared and treated with caution
by friend and opponent alike for two of the stormiest decades of
our political history. He was at the one time assailed and respec-
ted; but still he stood apart.
To the last he maintained this unyielding independence and
yet the very circumstances of his passing highlighted the con-
tinual paradox of his life.
He died alone and away from home, his last companions the
uncompromising opponent of a lifetime in politics and the former
friend with whom he had so bitterly quarrelled. Yet at the
moment of his death all three were united as never before in a
noble and far-sighted cause. To those who remained, the memory
of John Macrossan in his last days was an added spur to complete
the task to which he had, finally, given his all.
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